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Sharply nsmg costs of flight training have forced instruction on to flight simulators. 
The average cost to rent a two-seat training airplane today is about $30.00 per hour . In addi-
tion , an instructor can charge about $16 .00 per hour. This results in a total of $.16 .00 per 
hour to get flight instruction . On the other hand , a flight simulator can be rented for about 
$0 .00 per hour plus instructor cost resulting in a total of ~4 .00 per hour. On the average , a 
student currently pays $3000 for a private pilot license. 
A flight simulator is not used to eliminate instruction in a real airplane , but is used to 
replace some of the time spent in the airplane learning the basics . For example, take-offs and 
landings can be first taught in the simulator where the student learns how to keep a constant 
airspeed , hold a pattern altitude , trim the airplane for various modes of flight , and pick up 
certain visual cues and procedures for different styles of take-offs and landings. These con-
cepts can be taught using a simulator. If a simulator is available and affordable , the overall 
cost of getting a license can be reduced , in addition to help settle the instructor 's nerves for 
that first flight . 
Presently , most simulators available to flight schools are instrument flight simulators as 
opposed to visual flight simulators. The goal of an instrument simulator is to accurately 
simulate the instruments that are normally carried aboard airplanes, where a visual simula-
tor tries to simulate both the instruments and the outside visual scene. A visual simulator 
has the advantage of enabling the student to relate the instruments to the outside world and 
vice-versa. This advantage is especially important for the private pilot 's license, since this 
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license means that the pilot is trained for VFR (Visual Flight Rules) flight. VFR flight 
requires the ability to fly by looking outside through the windows for attitude information, 
with only a minimal set of instruments, and with specified weather minimums. 
Flight simulators can also be used for flight system development. A new flight system 
can be interfaced to the simulator and initially tested . For example, a manufacturer can test 
a new flight instrument using a flight simulator. That manufacturer could then receive criti-
cism from the pilots who fly the simulator and use that criticism to produce a better instru-
ment. 
1.1. ADSL Flight Simulator 
The goal of my thesis work was to produce a flight simulator that was inexpensive , 
modular and accurate using only microprocessors and inexpensive components. The minimum 
video frame rate should be 10 Hz. Also flight information should be easy to access for flight 
system testing. These goals were met and surpassed using Motorola 68000 microprocessors , 
7 400 series TTL and various static and dynamic RAMs. 
• The Advanced Digital Systems Laboratory (ADSL), headed by Dr. Ricardo Uribe, has 
provided the environment and facilities that have made this simulator a reality. This has 
been an on-going project there for several years. The simulator itself resides at ADSL and is 
available for those who are interested in seeing it work . 
To demonstrate the flight system testing concept, a Head Up Display (HUD) was 
designed and built . A HUD is a device that graphically synthesizes, on a vector display, 
most of the instruments found on a standard instrument panel. The image of the display is 
then optically focused at near infinity and reflected off of a partially silvered piece of glass 
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that is positioned between the pilot and the windshield . The pilot can then look through the 
glass and see his instruments at the same time he is looking outside the airplane . The HUD 
was interfaced to the flight simulator through a standard serial cable on which various flight 
parameters were transmitted . Then the HUD went through an evaluation phase where several 
different pilots flew the simulator using the HUD for flight instrumentation and gave criti-




Modularity played a big role in the system design of this simulator. For example, there 
is a standard processor module used throughout the system. These processor modules have 
all the features which are required by all the different sections that use it . The entire system 
itself is modular in that two identical systems can be manufactured and simply connected 
toge t her to form a simulator that can have two planes that interact with each other . In fact 
a pilot would be able to see the other pilot 's airplane on the display screen and vice versa. 
There are four distinct functional blocks in the simulator. They are interconnected as 
shown in Figure 1. 
Pilot Flight Computer 
HUD 
Scene Graphics Graphics 
Generator 1---~ Con troller 1---~ Driver 
Display 
Figure 1: System Block Diagram 
(1) The flight computer is responsible for modeling the aerodynamics of the airplane . It 
must be able to take control inputs from the pilot, such as increasing power or moving 
the yoke forward , and find the new state of the airplane. For example , if the power is 
increased , then the airplane should pitch up and its Rate Of Climb (ROC) should 
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increase . The flight computer must be able to read in the necessary inputs and output 
six pieces of information that determine the current position and attitude of the air-
plane. 
(2) The scene generator takes these six parameters and uses them to generate a window 
on to a database that contains a static image of the area the airplane can fly in. This 
database is simply a collection of objects that have an absolute position in the X-Y-Z 
coordinate plane. The scene generator uses the position and attitude to translate and 
rotate the objects so that they look correct to the pilot . As each line segment that 
makes up an object is translated and rotated , it is sent to the graphics controller . 
(3) The graphics controller receives line segments transmitted as coordinate pairs and 
calculates all the points that lie on the line segment. Each point is translated to pixel 
positions on the screen which are sent to the graphics driver. The graphics controller 
also controls various functions in the graphics driver. 
(4) The graphics driver is responsible for controlling the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) 
screen that is used to display the outside world image. It receives pixel positions from 
the graphics controller and sets or resets appropriate positions in a display memory . 
The display memory is read continuously to place the dots on the screen. 
The HUD also receives information from the flight computer. Its information require-
ments are slightly different from those of the scene generator . The current airspeed, rate-of-
climb, altitude , pitch , bank and heading are all required by the HUD to generate instrument 
images. Since this information is used by the flight computer, it is available and can be sent 
to the HUD. Two functional blocks make up the HUD. The first block calculates the current 
state of all the instruments that will be displayed . The second block is a vector generator 
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that produces the images of these instruments on a vector display (see Figure 4). 
2.1. Flight Computer Overview 
All the parameters that define the flight of the airplane are generated by the flight com-
puter. Only three control inputs are required . They are the yoke, throttle and rudder pedals. 
These inputs are used to find the next state of the airplane. The state of the airplane has 
many parameters but the ones that are needed externally are airspeed , pitch , bank , heading, 
altitude and Rate-Of-Climb (ROC). These parameters are generated through non-linear itera-
tive equations that model aerodynamics. Flight computers come in three varieties: digital, 
analog, and a combination of both. Many of the flight computers presently in use are of the 
analog variety due to the computational intensity of the required equations, the need for 
real-time operation and low production costs of analog computers for this function . This 
situation is rapidly changing due to the appearance of high speed microprocessors that are 
relatively inexpensive. 
This simulator uses an analog flight computer for two reasons. The first was that Avia-
tion Research Labs, a University of Illinois research lab , was kind enough to lend me an 
ATC-510 analog instrument simulator; and , the second was that there was not enough time 
to build and program a digital unit . The ATC-510 simulator is an instrument-only simulator 
that has an analog computer to calculate the next state of the plane. To allow this simulator 
to be used in the system, a readback device had to be constructed to read out the required 
parameters. All the parameters are read directly back from the voltage levels in the analog 
computer using an Analog to Digital (A-to-D) converter. The digital output of the A-to-D 
converter is sent over a parallel interface to the scene generator. A time reference is pro-
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vided so that the X and Z positions of the airplane can be calculated . The Y axis of the coor-
dinate system refers to the altitude which is directly read from the ATC-510. 
2.2. Scene Generator Overview 
Visual scenes are generated with a hardware and software combination called the scene 
generator. The scene generator must be able to receive position and attitude information 
from the flight computer , and create a visual image, or scene, which it sends to the graphics 
con troller. 
Figure 2: A Typical Visual Display 
The scene generator constructs a scene as the pilot would see it (Figure 2) and places it 
on the screen by sending appropriate commands and data to the graphics controller . The 
scene generator resides on a 68000 processor that takes data from a 16 bit parallel link from 
the flight computer and sends data through a similar parallel link to the graphics controller. 
The scene is generated by projecting a 3-D image on to the display. Several assumptions are 
made to make this task more manageable . First, the land is assumed to be flat (quite similar 
to Central Illinois) ; second , all objects are made up of polygons; and third , there is no smog 
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or haze . 
The position of the airplane is calculated usmg the current pitch , bank , heading, 
airspeed and altitude . A 3-D rotation matrix is then generated usmg the pitch, bank and 
heading angles. This matrix is used to rotate objects that will be displayed into the position 
that the pilot would see them. Before the objects are rotated, they are translated into a 
position in 3-D space such that the center of rotation will be at the current position of the 
airplane . For example , suppose the airplane is flying toward the airport with the control 
tower in view. Now the airplane starts to bank , then the image of the control tower should 
rotate around a point in the center of the display screen thus simulating the bank. After the 
rotation matrix has been generated , the next task is to find out which objects are visible or 
partially visible. After these objects are found , they are translated , rotated and clipped line 
by line. They are then sent to the graphics controller. The clipping function is required to 
cut lines off at the edges of the screen when they go beyond the confines of the graphic 
display. While the graphics controller is drawing a line , the scene generator translates, 
rotates and clips the next line . A pipeline is formed using this arrangement , so minimal pro-
cessor time is wasted. 
The scene generator has been programmed to give the pilot five different views. These 
are the view out of the front window of the airplane, the view from either side window, the 
view from the back window, and finally a tower controller's view. From the tower con troller 's 
view you can actually watch yourself fly! Each view can be selected through switches on the 
instrument panel. 
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2.3. Raster Graphics System Overview 
The raster graphics system is the combination of graphics controller and driver. Its 
purpose is to draw and erase lines on a color CRT display . The graphics controller is a 
68000 processor board (the same board as used in the scene generator) , software that can 
accept commands, and data to draw and erase lines. The graphics driver is the actual 
graphics hardware . The display memory and video timing are contained in the graphics 
driver . 
The graphics controller responds to a subset of the TEKTRONIX 4010 command 
language. Commands consist of draw line , erase line , clear screen , and what color to draw a 
line . Lines can be drawn on the screen in a variety of ways: ORed , ANDed, XORed and 
INVERTed on to the screen . A line is sent to the graphics controller as a start point and an 
end point. The controller then proceeds to calculate the points between the two end points. 
As these points are calculated , they are sent to the graphics driver as pixel positions. A pixel 
is the smallest point that the graphics system can generate . This system has a resolution of 
512x384 pixels, or dots. 
The graphics driver receives pixel positions and sets or resets bits in the display 
memory . Setting a bit corresponds to a bright dot on the CRT display and resetting a bit in 
the display memory corresponds to a dark spot on the display. A blank screen corresponds to 
the display memory filled with zeros. A line on the screen corresponds to series of bits in the 
memory set so that they form a line . The display memory is physically organized as 64K 
bytes . Therefore , the graphics controller must write a byte of data to the display memory 
whenever it wants to set a single bit . A byte of display memory corresponds to eight consecu-
tive pixels horizontally on the screen . Since individual bits cannot be addressed , lines must 
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be ORed on to the screen so that other bits in the byte that will be written will not be dis-
turbed . 
All writes to display memory go to one operand of an ALU that forms a logical function 
selected by the graphics controller. The other operand input to the ALU comes from the 
display memory. All writes to display memory are handled as Read-Modify-Writes. So the 
memory location to be modified is first read , then the operation selected by the ALU uses the 
read data as one operand and the data from the graphics controller as the other operand and 
writes the result of the logical operation back into the display memory. When a line is 
drawn on to the screen, the OR function is selected on the ALU . When a line is erased from 
the screen , the INVERT AND function is selected. The INVERT AND function inverts the 
write data, then ANDs it to the screen data thereby resetting the bit in the byte that was set 
in the write word from the controller. 
The display memory is organized into two display pages of 32K bytes. One display page 
is read by the video timing circuit and displayed on the screen while the other page is avail-
able to the controller. The controller can modify the work page, i.e., the page that is not 
currently being displayed , and there will not be any flicker on the screen due to the processor 
accessing display memory. 
2.4. HUD System Overview 
Head Up Displays have been used by the military since World War II [3], and are begin-
ning to see some use in commercial aviation. In WW-11 they were used to display a gun 
cross-hair focused at infinity, to aid pilots to line up on targets. This display was very sim-
ple since the display itself did not change. Only the optics needed to focus the image at 
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infinity were required . Since then , the optics have been combined with graphics displays and 
used to display instrumentation in addition to gun sights . More recently , HUDs have been 
used in DC-9s and now in smaller business jets. 
The ADSL HUD is really only half of a real HUD since there is no real instrument read-
back and only the graphics system has been implemented . The optics required to focus the 
object at infinity are not new, so redevelopment was not necessary . Instrument readback is 
simulated by reading back parameters from the flight computer. These parameters are used 
to synthesize the image of the instruments in the correct orientation to give the pilot the 
information needed to fly . A sample display is shown in Figure 3. There are five normal air-
craft instruments that are condensed on to one display . They are airspeed indicator, altitude 
indicator, artificial horizon , heading indicator and the ROC indicator. 
By looking at the sample display in Figure 3, we can see that the airplane is turning 
and descending with a negative pitch of about -5 deg, a bank angle of 20 deg; the altitude is 
1000 ft , the rate of descent is 500 ft per min , the airspeed is 90 mph and the current heading 
is 360 deg or due north. 
Each individual instrument works differently . The ROC is indicated by the arrow to 
the left of the ROC indicator. The arrow moves but the scale does not . However, both the 
airspeed indicator (A/S) and the altitude indicator (ALT) keep the arrow in a constant posi-
tion while the scale slides up and down . Note that most of the scale in these two indicators is 
not displayed. Only +/- 10 mph is displayed on the A/ S indicator and +/- 100 ft IS 
displayed on the ALT indicator . All the attitude information , pitch , bank and heading , 1s 
given in the central indicator. The cross-hair in the center is the reference point for the air-
plane. The lines that have the numbers 10, 0 , and -10 associated with them give pitch and 
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Figure 3: A Typical HUD Image 
bank information . The line associated with pitch 0 references the horizon line . When the 
center of the cross-hair is below this line , the airplane is pitched down ; and , when the center 
of the cross-hair is above this line , the airplane is pitched upward . The ring of lines at the 
periphery of the attitude indicator that have the numbers 36 , 9, 18 and 27 also within the 
ring, give heading information . This ring rotates around the indicator so that the arrow that 
forms the vertical line of the cross-hair always points to the current heading. 
The HUD is made up of yet another of the 68000 processor cards and a vector graphics 
system . The processor card computes the start and end points of all the lines of the instru-
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ments. There is some computation involved with this since the instruments are constantly 
changing in response to the airplane changing state. The start and end points are then sent 
to the vector graphics system. 
Vector graphics is different from raster graphics in that the image of the line is not 
stored in a memory. In fact, there is no display memory in the vector graphics system at all. 
A raster system sweeps the electron beam across the display in a very regular fashion and 
when there is to be a dot on the screen the gun is turned on and off and a bright spot 
appears on the screen. A memory ,called the bitmap, stores what is displayed on the screen . 
Each bit corresponds to a pixel on the screen. The bitmap is constantly read out to generate 
the screen image. Vector graphics has direct control of the position of the electron beam on 
the screen. To draw a line, the beam is positioned at the start point, turned on, driven 
linearly to the endpoint, and turned off. The line lasts only as long as the phosphor glows, 
which is not very long. To make the line visible it must be drawn repeatedly. The vector gen-
erator controls the electron beam and is also responsible for turning the beam on and off. The 
68000 processor must keep a list of all the current lines and continuously display them by 
sending the start and end poins of each line to the vector generator. The system is shown in 
Figure 4. 
from 68000 parallel Vector 
1g t computer processor m generator 
Display 
Figure 4: The HUD System 
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CHAPTER 3. 
FLIGHT COMPUTER THEORY OF OPERATION 
The flight computer is a combination of an analog instrument flight simulator made by 
Analog Training Computers Inc ., the ATC-510, and a data read-back module . Flight parame-
ters that are generated by the instrument simulator are converted to digital by the data 
read-back module . A real-time clock is also contained in the data read-back module . This 
clock is used to calculate the distance the aircraft has moved between read-backs. 
All the instruments that are required for both VFR and IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) 
flight are simulated by the ATC-510, see Figure 5. The instruments themselves are not real 
aircraft instruments but simulated instruments that act like the real ones . Instead of pressure 
and accelerations moving the instruments, analog voltages are used . For example , the altime-
ter is a de motor with a dial attached . The altimeter increases the indicated altitude with a 
rate proportional to a positive voltage applied to its input. If the input voltage is negative , 
the altimeter decreases the indicated altitude with a rate proportional to the input. All the 
other instruments are based on the same ideas . Some are driven by de motors and others are 
meter movements. Most instruments have some type of feedback to give the absolute posi-
tion of that instrument. The only exception is the altimeter which has no feedback . A multi-
turn potentiometer with a gear mechanism was installed on the altimeter to determine the 
current altitude of the aircraft . 
Control inputs consist of a yoke , throttle and rudder pedals. These inputs are used by 
the analog computer to produce changes in the instruments. This way a pilot can understand 
the indications given by the instruments and start to understand what t he airplane will do 
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when the con t rol inputs are changed in various ways . This type of training can only go so far 
before a student has gotten all the insight that he can out of this simulator. In my opinion, 
the student can learn more concepts if the simulator includes an outside view, since there are 
many cues that the outside world can give a pilot. For example , the artificial horizon instru-
ment is an indication as to the attitude of the airplane relative to the horizon . Therefore , a 
pilot can fly without that instrument by simply looking at the real horizon which , with train-
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Figure 5: ATC-510 Instrument Panel (Courtesy of ATC Inc.) 
The read-back module can read back the following parameters: airspeed , altitude , pitch , 
bank heading current time and the state of three switches located on the instrument panel. 
' ' 
T o do this , an analog multiplexor and a 12 bit Analog to Digital (A-to-D) converter are used . 
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In addition , a counter dri...- c> n by a 60Hz clock is used as a real-time clock , known as the time 
stamp. A parallel port is used to transfer the information from the read-back module to a 
68000 processor module . Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the read-back module . 
60Hz 1me 
Clock stamp 
Pitch conn ter 
Bank 
Heading #1 
ATC-510 Analog A-to-D Parallel Heading #2 Mux Port 
Altitude 
Airspeed 
Figure 6: Flight Computer Block Diagram 
The parallel port is bidirectional. In one direction , it transfers data from the A-to-D to 
the processor. In the other direction , control is sent from the processor to the read-back 
module. The processor must select which parameter it wants to have read back by sending a 
four bit code in the least four significant bits of the transfer word. Table 1 shows the codes 
and their explanations. 
Note that there are two heading values. This is because ATC uses one turn potentiom-
eters for readback . About one third of a turn in a single turn potentiometer is dead area 
where the wiper makes no contact with the resistive material. ATC solved this dead area 
problem by using two potentiometers that are rotated 180 degrees from each ot.her. The 
heading angle can be uniquely defined by both heading values. 
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Data read-back has two formats : one format is used for A-to-D data, the other is used 
for the time stamp. Figures 7 and 8 show the data format for the sixteen bit read-back word . 
The A-to-D data is a 12 bit twos complement number and SWC, SWR and SWL show the 
state of three switches on the instrument panel. Time stamp data are similar except that the 
time stamp is an unsigned eight bit number . 
MSB LSB 
15 14 13 12 11-0 
SWR SWL SWC A-to-D data return 
Figure 7: A-to-D Data Format 
MSB LSB 
15 14 13 12-8 7-0 
SWR SWL SWC Time stam 
Figure 8: Time Stamp Data Format 
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CHAPTER 4. 
SCENE GENERATOR THEORY OF OPERATION 
The scene generator resides on an 8 MHz 68000 processor module that takes data from 
a 16 bit parallel link from the flight computer and sends data through a similar parallel link 
to the graphics controller . The scene is generated by projecting a 3-D image on to the 
display . Remember the assumptions mentioned before: first , the land is assumed to be flat ; 
second, all objects are made up of polygons; third , and is no smog or haze . 
The major function of the scene generator is to construct the visual tmage that will 
eventually be shown on the video display . A database contains an absolute image of the area 
the airplane will fly in. This database consists of sets of three-dimensional coordinate pairs 
that form the objects. These objects can be displayed if the aircraft is oriented to see them . 
Objects are, for example , runways, hangars, control towers, lakes and any other object that 
is ground based. Objects are represented in stick form, that is, they are see-through and only 
the edges of the object are visible . 
4.1. Object Representation 
Buildings and geographical features such as lakes and airports are the only objects that 
are stored . All objects are represented in two levels of detail : low and high . The low detail 
representation is employed when the airplane is far away from the object , and , the high 
detail version is used when the airplane is near. 
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Figure 9: Object Detail Regions 
Figure 9 illustrates the low / high detail concept . The airplane is located in the center of 
the circles. If the object is in region A, the high detail representation is employed. If the 
object is in region B, then the low detail version is used . And if the object is outside both 
regions, then it is not displayed. This arrangement saves processing time , as detail is usually 
indistinguishable beyond a certain distance . 
A second criterion is used for determining which objects should be transformed. The 
pilot can only see objects within a certain field of vision , approximately ninety degrees. If 
this field of view restriction is used , the visible airspace can be represented in the following 
manner: 
Figure 10: Object Detail Regions with Field of View Restriction 
Figure 10 shows that the number of objects that would have to be transformed for any given 
scene is greatly reduced . The objects excluded with these restrictions would have been 
excluded in the 3-D clipping section ; however, processor time would have been wasted 
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transforming and partially clipping the objects. 
Unfortunately , to determine which objects are visible and at what level of detail , 
involves a translation and a rotation calculation performed on each point in the object . To 
simplify and speed up this process, a second version of each 3-D object is stored in the data-
base. This version consists of a floor plan of the object, see Figure 11 . 
3-D Building Floor Plan 
"-/--J? 
Figure 11: Floor Plan of a 3-D Object 
In the case of 2-D objects, the object itself is used as the floor plan. Translation and 
rotation calculations are performed on all the line segments in each floor plan . A simplified 
3-D clipping algorithm is used to determine if any part of any of the line segments is visible . 
If this is the case , the object is displayable . The normal 3-D clipping algori t hm clips a line 
segment to any of four planes: x=z, x=-z , y=z and y=-z , but the simplified 3-D clipping 
does not clip lines to the y=z and y=-z planes. If all the segments of the floor plan do not 
make it past the clipping operation , then the object is not displayed . If any of the floor plan 's 
line segments make it past the clipping operation , then the object might be displayed 
depending on the following criteria. The distance is measured from the airplane to the object. 
If the object is not wi thin distance A or B, then it is not displayed . If the object is within 
area B, but not within area A, then the low resolution version of the object is translated , 
rotated , clipped and displayed. If the object is within area A, t hen the high resolution ver-
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sion of the object is translated , rotated , clipped , and displayed . 
4.2. Program Theory of Operation 
Integer variables are used throughout this program. Sine and cosine functions are com-
pleted through the use of a look-up table. Angles from 0 to 450 are represented in this table . 
The actual sine and cosine elements are stored scaled (premultiplied) by 128. This is required 
since all arithmetic is integer arithmetic. 
The inputs to the program are the six parameters that can be read back from the flight 
computer. These parameters are converted to X, Y, Z, pitch, bank, and heading which are 
the aircraft's position and orientation in 3-D space. The outputs of the program will be a 
series of graphic commands which will be sent to the Graphics Controller. 
First the program must calculate the rotation matrix. The rotation matrix will be used 
later to apply angular rotation in 3-D to objects. The rotation matrix uses the pitch, bank 
and heading angles to calculate elements in a 3x3 matrix . The matrix is shown below. 
M1, 1 = Cos(B)*Cos(H)-Sin(H)*Sin(P)*Sin(B) 
M1 ,2 = -Cos(B)*Sin(H)-Sin(P)*Cos(H)*Sin(B) 
M1 ,3 = Cos(P)*Sin(B) 
M2,1 = Sin(H)*Cos(P) 
M2,2 = Cos(P)*Cos(H) 
M2,3 = Sin(P) 
M3, 1 = -Cos(H)*Sin(B)-Sin(H)*Sin(P)*Cos(B) 
M3,2 = Sin(H)*Sin(B)-Sin(P)*Cos(H)*Cos(B) 
M3,3 = Cos{P)*Cos(B) 
After the rotation matrix has been calculated, object selection occurs. Object selection 
was described in the last section. After object selection is finished, there is a list of objects 
returned that indicate where the object is located in the database and whether to use the 
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high or low resolution version of the object. Each visible object is now translated to a new 
reference frame in which the airplane is at the origin. This is done by subtracting the 
aircraft's X-Y-Z position from each coordinate in the object. Now the object is rotated using 
the rotation matrix M. Each coordinate forms a vector V=(x,y,z) and the output of the rota-
tion is a new vector V'=(x',y ', z'}. The equation for rotation is 
V * M =V' 
As each line segment is rotated (two rotation operations: one for the start point and one 
for the end point) the line segment is clipped against the viewing pyramid, see Figure 12. The 
viewing pyramid is formed by four planes in 3-D space. They are : x=z, x=-z, y=z and y=-
z. If a line segment is completely within the viewing pyramid, then the line is completely visi-
ble and no clipping operation is necessary. However, if the line intersects any of the planes, 
then the line is clipped to that point . 
In Figure 12 an example of a line clip is shown. The unclipped line has end points S and 
E ; and , the clipped line has end points A and B. The line was clipped to the y=z plane 
res'-\lting in point A, and, the x=z plane resulting in point B. In other words, point S was 
pushed to point A. Point E was pushed to point B. 
After the clipping routine has completed a line, it is projected into 2-D by dividing the 
x and y values by their z value to give a perspective effect. This 2-D line is now sent to the 
graphics controller, which draws the line on to the work page. After all the objects are 
translated, rotated, clipped, projected and drawn, the work page is switched with the display 










Figure 12: Viewing Pyramid Showing a Line Clip 
The scene generator and the graphics controller are synchronized by the handshaking 
line on the parallel port . If the graphics controller is busy , it flags this condition by not read-
ing out its parallel input port. As a result , the parallel port is not read and does not assert 
the input-buffer-empty signal to the scene generator's parallel output port . So the output 
port cannot send any more new words and the scene generator idles until the graphics con-
troller is not busy . 
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4.3. Scene Generator Hardware 
The scene generator software resides on a 68000 processor module. The module itself is 
made by Motorola and is a donation from Motorola to ADSL. It is called the M68KECB. 
ECB stands for Educational Computer Board . Since the processor module was made for edu-
cational purposes, it was conservatively built . Several changes were made to the M68KECB 
to speed up the processor and allow communication over two parallel ports. 
4.3.1. M68KECB Hardware Description 
The M68KECB has on board RAM, ROM, timer, two serial ports and a parallel port . 
The 68000 has a 16-bit data bus and a 23 bit address bus (A1- >A23). Address line AO is 
used internally as a byte pointer , so the address bus is 24 bits and provides addressing for up 
to 16 megabytes. Internally , the processor has eight 32-bit data registers, seven 32 bit 
address registers , two 32-bit stack pointers, a 32-bit program counter and a 16-bit status 
register. Most internal arithmetic and logic operations can be executed in 8, 16 or 32 bits. 
4.3.1.1. System Memory 
The system memory consists of 16k words of dynamic RAM and 81< words of ROM. 
RAM is used for scratch pad space for the monitor program and for user programs. About 
11< words of RAM are reserved for the monitor scratch pad . The monitor itself resides in the 
8K word ROM. 
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4.3.1.2. Serial Communication Ports 
Two asynchronous serial communication ports, designated Port 1 for the Terminal and 
Port 2 for the Host, are provided on the board . Both of these ports are RS-232C compatible. 
The Terminal port is used for user communication with the ECB, and the Host port can be 
connected to a host computer. The host computer can contain the 68000 assembler and other 
68000 tools including downloading and uploading programs. 
Both serial ports can be jumpered for various data transmission rates (110-9600 baud) . 
4.3.1.3. Parallel I/0 Port 
A parallel. port chip (MC68230), which also includes the programmable timer, is resident 
on the board . The parallel port chip is capable of unidirectional or bidirectional 16 or 8 bit 
transfers with handshaking. The handshaking consists of a single input line and an output 
line that can be programmed for different modes . 
4.3.2. Modifications to the M68KECB 
The M68KECB as it was did not have all ·the features required by the scene generator. 
Two modifications were made to the board : the processor and its clock were increased from 4 
MHz to 8 MHz, and a second parallel port was added for communications to the flight com-
puter, see Figure 13. The 68230 parallel port is used for communications with the graphics 
controller . The graphics controller also uses an M68KECB. The MC68230 parallel port on 
the M68KECB is used as the receiver for the scene generator information . The block 
diagram of the processor board with the modifications is shown below. The conversion to 8 
MHz simply involved replacing the 4 MHz processor with a 8 11Hz unit and connecting a 8 
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MHz clock to the clock pin . The monitor ROMs are replaced by the RO:Ms containing the 
scene generator code . The monitor was very useful for code debugging but is not necessary 0 
for the operation of the simulator. 
4.3.2.1. Second Parallel 1/0 Port 
Since the power of another MC68230 was not required , a parallel port was built from 
discrete TTL parts . It is a bidirectional 16 bit port plus 4 handshaking lines , two for each 
MC68000L8 
8 Mhz 
8K word Serial 
ROM Port #l 
16K word Serial 
RAM Port #2 
To Flight Parallel 
!VivOI:S~.)U To Graphics Parallel Computer Port Port Controller 
Figure 13: M68KECB Block Diagram with Modifications 
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direc t ion . The ou t put handshaking lines are Output Buffer Full (OBF) and Write ACK-
nowledge (WACK). OBF indicates to the receiving port that t he transmitting port 's output 
buffer has data. WACK is sent by the receiving port to indicate that it is ready to receive 
data from the transmitting port. The input handshaking lines are Read STroBe (RSTB) and 
Read ACKnowledge (RACK). RSTB indicates that the transmitter has data for the read 
port. RACK indicates that the read port is ready to receive the data. Read data are latched 
on the rising edge of RSTB. 
There are three ports available to the programmer: status , read dat a and wri te data. 
The status port has the format givin in Figure 14. 
STATUS 
MSB LSB 
15-2 1 0 
X OBF IBF 
Figure 14: Parallel Port Status Register 
IBF stands for Input Buffer Full . This bit indicates that there is a word in the read 
buff~r . OBF stands for Output Buffer Full . This bit indicates that there is a word in the 
write buffer that is waiting to be sent. 




A2 A1 READ WRITE 
1 0 READ DATA WRITE DATA 
0 1 STATUS 
Figure 15: Parallel Port Register Map 
For more information on the M68KECB see the MC68000 Educational Computer Board 
User's Manual distributed by Motorola under the number MEX68KECB/ D2 [2]. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
RASTER GRAPHICS SYSTEM THEORY OF OPERATION 
The functions of the raster graphics system are to draw and display pictures that are 
generated by the scene generator. The graphics controller and graphics driver make up the 
raster graphics system. The graphics controller consists of an :M68KECB board that has an 
extra parallel in terface that connects to the graphics driver. The graphics driver consists of 
video timing, video memory and display functions . 
Line drawing software resides in the M68KECB board. This software has a command 
set that can do various graphical functions . The functions are carried out in both software 
(in the graphics controller) and in hardware (in the graphics driver) . 
5.1. Raster Graphics Theory 
Raster graphics systems are based on raster-scan CRT displays [1]. Raster-scan 
deflection circuits are designed to trace a fixed pattern of parallel lines on the screen . See Fig-
ure 16. Images are created by modulating the intensity of the electron beam at precisely 
timed intervals, as the raster lines are scanned from left to right , top to bottom. The 
scanned lines do not stay bright for very long so the complete raster pattern must be 
redrawn at a repetition rate such that the human eye cannot detect any flicker (at least 30 
Hz) . The raster pattern addresses every pixel location on the CRT screen with every refresh 
cycle . Lines can be formed by placing dots on the screen so that they form a line when 
displayed . See Figure 17. 
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Figure 16: Raster-scan Pattern 
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Figure 17: Example of Forming a Line on a Raster System 
5.2. Graphics Controller Hardware 
An M68KECB is used for the controller hardware . As in the scene generator , the proces-
sor has been modified to run at 8 MHz. The graphics driver is accessible through on the sys-
tern bus and looks like memory to the 68000. The only modification required for the graphics 
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driver is a buffer for the processor signals, since these signals must be driven over a ribbon 
cable . 
5.3. Graphics Driver Hardware 
The function of the Graphics Driver is to plot the picture the scene generator creates. A 
color CRT monit.or is used for the raster display. The minimum requirements of such a 
display are to supply the necessary timing signals to generate a standard video signal, as well 
as to provide a means to store/ remove an image to/ from the screen. 
Memory mapped raster scan is the technique used in the graphics driver. Three 64K by 
8 banks of dynamic RAM are used to store the image, and its assorted colors. 
The graphics driver is divided into three main sections as follows: 
(1) Video timing/ address generation . 
(2) Video memory, memory support, and video conversion . 
(3) Processor control. 











Mux I r Control Reg l 
Address Data In 
Video Memory 
Data Out 
Video Ou.~li4---t Shift logic 
Figure 18: Graphics Driver Block Diagram 
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5.3.1. Video Timing and Address Generation 
The following sections describe the video timing and address generation circuitry. 
5.3.1.1. Video Clock Generation 
A 10 MHz pixel clock is required to place 512 dots per horizontal line on the screen . The 
video sync generation chip (NE5321) requires a 1.25 MHz clock , which is generated by a syn-
chronous counter from the 10 MHz signal. The counter is also used to generate system timing 
and arbi t ration timing for processor and video memory cycles. The schematic diagram is 
shown in Figure 19. 
' 4 L$ 84 
V:»-----t:> DOT -CL<~ 
Figure 19: Video Clock Circuit 
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5.3.1.2. Sync Generation 
A NE5321 sync generator is used to generate horizontal and vertical sync signals for 
video timing as well as a field index signal for interlaced screen format . 
Interlaced screen format is a method of doubling the number of horizontal lines on the 
screen. A standard screen has roughly 300 lines, 200 of which are practically usable . By inter-
lacing , the number of usable lines becomes 400. The schematic is shown in Figure 20. 
J---------1:::> COH II'O SlT£ 'i YHC 
1--------c~ rt £\..D IHJI [ X""' 
1------...;::J V[ ltTICA l SYHC -
1---------C> hOP !~OHHIL SVHC ·· 
Figure 20: Video Timing Circuit 
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5.3.1.3. Video Address Counters 
Screen memory is addressed such that coordinate (0 ,0) appears in the lower left corner 
of the screen. Two counters are used to access each point : an X counter (horizontal), which is 
modulo 512, and a Y counter (vertical), which is modulo 384 . The counters are both made of 
7 4193 synchronous counters. 
Upon each horizontal sync, blanking is turned on and the X counter is reset to 190 hex . 
On each 10 MHz rising clock edge , the X counter counts up through 1FF hex , to 0 and con-
tinues to increment. Each time the X counter crosses through zero, blanking is either toggled 
on or off. Blanking is turned on after each horizontal sync . In this fashion , counting from 
190 to 1FF creates a front porch, or left margin on the screen. Once reaching 1FF for the 
second time, blanking is toggled on to create the right margin or back porch. 
The Y counter is reset on each vertical sync to ED hex and it counts down from there. 
Every second pass through 1FF on the X counter will decrement the Y counters by one. As 
long as two MSB's of the Y counter are set, the blanking signal is on , that is, until the Y 
counter counts to 3F and below, the screen will be blanked , and upon crossing zero the screen 
will again be blanked , thus creating the upper and lower margins. 
The field index pulse from the 5321 is used to select video address line 6 which is used 
to separate the two frames of the interlaced screen such that the interlacing is transparent to 
the programmer. The circuit is shown in Figure 21. 
H.)R % Zl· N T 4 L 
J L.~tW I ~G-
r l CLD I HD£ X..._ 
S YSTE ,. R£S£T -.. 
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Figure 21: Address Generation Circuit 
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5.3.1.4. Blanking Circuitry 
A circuit is required to blank the screen so that only a rectangle of 512x384 in the 
screen has data on it . There are several inputs to the circuit to generate the rectangle, which 
are as follows : 
(1) Horizontal sync. 
(2) Carry of the X counter. 
(3) Video addresses 13 and 14 from the Y counter. 
The horizontal sync is used to synchronize a toggle flip-flop that is used for front and 
back porch blanking. Each time a carry out is issued from the X counter, the flip-flop is tog-
gled and blanking is turned on or off. The horizontal sync ensures that blanking is turned off 
after the first carry is issued and back on again after the second carry from the X counters. 
The Q output is ORed with the AND of VA13 and VA14, which creates the upper and lower 
boundaries of the screen . The schematic is shown in Figure 22. 
Figure 22: Blanking Circuit 
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5.3.1.5. Video Memory Arbitration and Timing 
The dot clock divided by 2, 4, and 8 is used to determine the memory timing and arbi-
tration between processor and video memory cycles. Since the memory is 8 bits wide it takes 
800 ns to shift out the entire 8 bit word serially. This gives 800 ns to do a processor cycle 
and a video cycle. The 800 ns is divided into two 400 ns time slices which contain four 100 ns 
time slices each. All the timing signals for the memory can be synthesized using these time 
slices . The three clocks are generated by the division of the 10 MHz clock by 2, 4, and 8 in 
the clock generation circuit. 
Video cycles are allowed whenever VA-l is low and BLANKING is off. Processor cycles 
are allowed whenever VA-l is high . Memory read and write signals are generated using com-
binations of the 100 ns time slices. The circuit is shown in Figure 23. 
Figure 23: Video Memory Arbitration and Timing Circuit 
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5.3.2. Video Memory, Memory Support, and Video Conversion 
The following sections describe the video memory , memory support, and video conver-
sion circuitry . 
5.3.2.1. Memory and ALUs 
INTEL 2164 64K dynamic rams are used for the video memory . 2164s are two port 
memories which lend themselves to easy Read-Modify- Write cycles. Whenever data are writ-
ten to memory , a RMW cycle is executed . The data to be written are sent through one side 
of an ALU, while the data output lines from the memory go to the other side of the ALU. 
The output of the ALU is connected to the data input lines on the memory. Using this 
method, lines can be ORed to the screen in one processor cycle . 
There is no need for extra refresh circuitry for the 2164s since the video memory is com-
pletely cycled through 30 times a second by the normal video cycles . 
The memory is logically split into two 32K byte sections, or two pages. One page is 
available to the processor for work and is called the work page . The other page is displayed 
on the screen and is called the display page. These pages can be switched such that the 
display becomes the work page and vice versa. Bit 7 in the control register selects which page 
is displayed and which page is the work page. 
5.3.2.2. Video Conversion 
Each 8 bit word that is read from video memory is serially shifted out at 10 11Hz. To 
do this , an 8 bit shift register is used per bank of memory . The serial output of the shift 
registers is sent to a line driver . Blanking is ANDed with the video signal in the line driver so 
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that the screen is blank while the blanking signal is on . One of the video outputs is ANDed 
to the composite sync by shorting the output of the video line driver with the output of the 
composite sync driver. The circuit for one bank is shown in Figure 24. 
; (; HP •h i T( .; , N( C>>----- --- -----, 
Figure 24: Video Conversion Circuit 
5.3.3. Processor Interface 
There are two registers to which the processor may write data. The control register 
selects the ALU function (used for writing data to memory) and selects which banks of 
memory will be modified. The other register appears to the processor as 32K of write only 
memory. When the processor writes to this register the address and the data are stored and 
as soon as the write request is acknowledged (V A-1 being high) the DTACK signal is 
asserted. The address of the control register is $00000 and the screen memory starts at 
address $70000. 
There is a sequential circuit that takes care of the write request and acknowledge. As 
soon as the processor wants to write to video memory , the sequential circuit will wait until 
VA-l is high (max 400 ns) and theri it will give a DTACK and start a memory RMW cycle . 
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The bit names for the control register are given in Figure 25. 
Bit Descri tion 
0 ALU Function Select 0 
1 ALU Function Select 1 
2 ALU Function Select 2 
3 ALU Function Select 3 




Figure 25: Control Register Description 
5.4. Graphics Controller Software Description 
Most complex functions in the raster graphics system are conducted m software. An 
example of a complex function is drawing lines since the position of every pixel m the line 
must be calculated by the controller. This software can execute several types of commands. 
All commands and their data come through the parallel port on the M68KECB. Each com-
mand has a unique code that specifies the command. Some commands require data which 
must be sent in certain formats . The possible commands are : 
(1) Draw line on to the screen. (ALU is automatically set to OR the line on to the screen) 
(2) Erase work page. 
(3) Set the ALU function . 
(4) Set the draw color. 
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(5) Draw line using a previously set ALU function . 
(6) Swap work and display pages. 
All data and commands that are sent to the controller are sixteen bits. Sixteen bits are 
required since the screen coordinates are 512x384 and those numbers cannot be represented 
by a byte. 
The control codes for each command are listed in Figure 26. 
Command Code Command Descri tion 
Dec Hex 
29 1D Draw line with ALU set to OR 
65535 FFFF Exit draw line mode 
27 12 1B,C Erase screen 
27 13 1B,D Set the ALU function 
27 14 1B E Set the draw color 
27 16 1B 10 
27 ,29 lB,lD 
Figure 26: Command Codes 
5.4.1. Command Descriptions 
Commands for the graphics unit mainly pertain to drawing lines. With the ALU feature 
of this graphics unit, there are two ways to draw lines. Normal line drawing, where the line 
is simply ORed on to the screen, is a single command . With the line draw command , the 
ALU is set up by the program for OR functions with the memory. The second type of line 
drawing does not set-up the ALU before drawing the line . The ALU function must be set up 
firs t with the ALU set-up command (27-12). With this type of line drawing, lines can be 
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erased , or XORed , on to the screen . There are 16 functions that the ALU can apply to the 
memory when it is written . The bank must be set up before any operations with the memory 
take place. Memory bank selection is controlled with the bank select command . 
5.4.1.1. Draw Line Command 
This command draws lines on the screen using the OR function on the ALU. Only dis-
joint line segments are drawn . If a set of connected lines needs to be drawn , the end point of 
the first segment must be sent again a.s the start-point of the next line . Data for line mode 
are sent in the following way : 
29 . , Ystart , Xstart, Yend , Xend , Ystart, Xstart , .. .. ,FFFF 
5.4.1.2. Erase Screen 
The work page is cleared . Note that only the color banks of memory that are currently 
selected are cleared. Also, this command sets the ALU function to write zeroes into memory. 
5.4.1.3. Set ALU Function 
An ALU sits between the graphics processor and the screen memory . Whenever the pro-
cessor writes into memory, it is actually doing an operation on the screen memory . One 
operand is the data the processor is trying to write and the other operand is the original data 
that were in that location in screen memory . 
The ALU function is set by sending the sequence 27 ,13 followed by a number from 0 to 
15. The ALU function that corresponds to each number is listed in Figure 27 . 
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Code Function Description 
0 -A Invert the current memory 
1 -(A+B) NOR 
2 (-A)*B Invert memory data then AND to processor data 
3 0 Reset memory 
4 -(A *B) NAND 
5 -B Invert processor data 
6 AXor B Exclusive OR 
7 A *(-B) Invert processor data then AND to memory data 
8 (-A)+B Invert memory data then OR to processor data 
g A Xnor B Exclusive NOR 
10 B Memory = processor data 
11 A*B AND 
12 1 Set memory 
13 A+(-B) Invert processor data then OR to memory data 
14 A+B OR 
15 A memory = memory 
Figure 27: AL U Function Codes 
5.4.1.4. Set Bank 
The desired color of the line is set by this command . In reality, there are three banks of 
screen memory . The combination of the three banks of memory gives one of eight possible 
colors. The bank is selected by sending the sequence 27,14 followed by a number from 0 to 7. 










7 Whi te 
Figure 28: Color Codes 
5.4.1.5. Draw Line Using ALU Function 
Lines can be drawn using an ALU function that has been previously specified using the 
set ALU function command. This command is useful for erasing lines, as well as other func-
tions. Data for ALU line mode are sent in the following way : 
27. , 29. , Ystart , Xstart , Yend , Xend , Ystart , Xstart , .... ,FFFF 
5.4.1.6. Swap Pages 
There are two pages resident in the graphics system memory . One page is displayed on 
the screen and the other may be written to. Note: any changes to the work page will not be 
visible until the switch page command is sent . None of the commands listed above will be 
able to affect what is displayed on the screen since only the display page is shown on the 
screen . 
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The need for having two pages is due to the fact that this graphics system will be used 
for animation . No matter how fast a graphics system can draw lines, the redraw is seen as a 





There are two areas where the present flight simulator is deficient. They are (a) haze 
simulation and (b) traffic simulation . Both of these areas are needed to bring the simulator 
closer to reality . Haze interferes with a pilot's outside visibility and obscures ground-based 
objects. Traffic requires the pilot to keep a constant vigil in all directions outside the aircraft , 
which means there is more for the pilot to do beyond simply flying the airplane . There are 
enough fatal VFR accidents due to low visibility and mid-air collisions to warrant adding 
these two features to the flight simulator. It should be noted that while the student can prac-
tice flying through haze in the real airplane , he cannot practice collision avoidance in the real 
airplane. 
Haze has been generated by other flight simulators before with success, but traffic has 
not previously been generated with non-military flight simulators. I have developed a haze 
generation method that is easy to implement and inexpensive. I have also come up with a 
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scheme to generate traffic by using hardware and software that have already been developed . 
6.1. Overview of Future Developments 
One of the goals for this simulator is to provide a low cost simulator for VFR training. 
Low cost means that the simulator is within the price range for most FBOs (Fixed Base 
Operators) . Present methods of flight simulation use a single high-speed general application 
graphics system for the display . My approach is to use several specialized low cost graphics 
systems that will provide the same effect as the single high cost general graphics system. 
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The cost , however, will be lower for our approach since cost increases exponentially with 
speed and generality , bu t cost increases linearly for multiple low cost units. If the lower cost 
systems are run in parallel and their respective video outputs merged on to a single screen , 
then the resultant effect can be as good or better than the single higher cost system. 
There are three types of systems that are needed to implement all the visual aspects of 
VFR simulation . They are 
(1) Ground scene generat ion (present simulator) 
(2) Haze generation 
(3) Traffic generation . 
These three types of systems run concurrently and are placed on the screen with 
different priorities. A block diagram is shown in Figure 29 (page 50). 
6.1.1. Ground Scene Generation 
The ground scene generator deals with ground-based objects such as runways, lights, 
buildings, lakes, and the ground itself. All objects are represented in three dimensions, prefer-
ably with hidden surface removal and area filling. This graphics system will have as inputs 
the position and attitude information from the airframe modeling subsystem. Once the atti-
tude and position information are received , the graphics system determines which objects are 
visible to the pilot and then transforms and projects those objects on to the screen . Since the 
ground can be obscured by both traffic. and haze , it has the lowest priority . 
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6.1.2. Haze Generation 
Haze generation IS handled by a graphics system that specializes in haze generation . 
This graphics system can be programmed with a haze model and then take the attitude and 
position information from the airframe modeling system and display varying amounts of haze 
on the screen depending on the position and attitude of the aircraft. Since haze can obscure 
both traffic and ground objects it is given the highest priority . 
6.1.3. Traffic Generation 
Traffic generation is much like the ground generation except that the object that will be 
displayed is moving in space at the same time that the pilot is moving through space. The 
traffic simulator must take position and attitude information from two sources, (1) the posi-
tion of the student 's aircraft , and (2) the position of the instructor's aircraft. Using the 
instructor's position and attitude , the database that contains this aircraft is rotated and 
translated . Then using the position information of the pilot , the instructor 's aircraft is 
rotated and translated again . If the instructor 's aircraft is visible , 3-D hidden line algorithms 
are used to hide unwanted lines. Finally, the polygons that make up the aircraft are area 
filled and displayed . Since the instructor 's aircraft can obscure ground objects, it is given a 
higher priority than ground objects but a lower priority than haze. 
A second identical flight simulator can be used as the instructor 's aircraft. Both simu-
lators must be able to share their positions and attitudes so that each simulator can display 
the other's airplane . If this avenue is taken , both simulators can be used independently by 
students when collision avoidance is not being practiced . 
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Traffic simulation can be done with a single graphics system . This has been demon-
strated by the present system through the tower controller 's view. However, the present 
graphics system does not remove hidden lines and does not shade polygons. A more powerful 
graphics system that could handle these new functions in addition to generating both the 
ground scene and the traffic could be built . This avenue, however , is against the basic philo-
sophy of this type of simulator since building a more general and faster graphics system can 
usually be done only with exponential cost instead of linear cost through building multiple 
simple and specialized systems. 
Pilot Inputs 
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Figure 29: Block Diagram of the Overall System 
Including Haze and Traffic 
Video 
A blanking signal must be generated by the traffic generator to inhibit the ground scene 
generator in order to display a video signal. In this way , the traffic generator has priority 
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over the ground scene generator. The haze generator has priority over all the other graphics 
generators. Since it will write the color white to the screen , white overrides any other color. 
6.2. Haze Generation Method 
A single random noise generator that has a uniform distribution is used as the source 
for the haze . The rest of the haze generation system modifies the output of the noise genera-
tor for a realistic haze display . A haze model is used as a heuristic for haze generation. The 
haze model will look at the position and attitude of the airplane and give a picture of the 
haze that would be seen by the pilot . The haze intensity must be able to be modified and 
even shut off by the instructor . 
6.2.1. Haze Model 
The haze model must allow for inversions and localized haze . A temperature inversion 
can form a layer of haze that does not reach the ground but will obscure the ground above a 
given altitude. Localized haze means that the haze can reside in a local area and the pilot can 
fly in and out of the haze , but objects that are within the hazy area are obscured even when 
the pilot is out of the haze . Haze is assumed to linearly get denser with distance . If a pilot is 
able to look straight down while increasing his altitude , the density of the haze he is seeing 
should follow the plot shown in Figure 30. 
If the pilot looks horizontally while increasing altitude he should see increasing haze 
density to a certain altitude beyond which the density would be constant . Then after reach-
ing the top of the haze layer the haze density would linearly decrease to a minimum haze 



























Figure 31: Haze Density with Increasing Altitude while Looking Horizontally 
6.2.1.1. Implementation 
The graphics system must be able to control the haze intensity for each scan line on the 
video screen. Since the random noise generator will produce noise at different frequencies and 
at different amplitudes, a comparator can be placed on the output of the noise generator; the 
reference voltage that is fed to the comparator will determine the density of the haze . This 
works because a lower reference voltage will allow the comparator to trigger on more spikes 
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of the output of the noise generator and generate more noise on the video signal. If the refer-
ence voltage of the comparator is high , less spikes of the noise generator will be able to 
trigger the comparator and less noise will be put on the video signal. 
The comparator reference voltage is driven by aD/ A converter. The D/ A converter is 
driven by a RAM that has a word width the same as the D / A input and a depth equal to t he 
number of MAX(rows , columns) on the screen, in this case 512. If an 8 bit D/ A is used , 
then the RAM must have a minimum size of 8x512 bits. Screen Y and X counters are used to 
drive the addresses of the RAM. Since the airplane may be banked , or rolled , the mapping of 
the RAM on to the screen must be changed to reflect the change in view due to the bank 
angle . The RAM is loaded by a microprocessor that contains the haze model that was previ-
ously described . Two input sources give the microprocessor the information it needs to gen-
erate the haze densities for each image. They are (a) the X,Y,Z, pitch , bank, and heading of 
the student's airplane , and (b) instructor inputs such as maximum and minimum haze inten-
sities and areas that will have haze in the internal area map. A block diagram of the haze 
generator is given in Figure 32. 
6.3. Traffic Simulation 
Traffic simulation requires 3-D hidden line algorithms and proper shading algorithms to 
get a realistic picture of an on-coming aircraft . Another feature that is required is ground 
shadows. Ground shadows provide an immediate cue for a pilot that there is an on-coming 
aircraft . These features are not difficult to implement on a single graphics system. In fact 
most of the algorithms, with the exception of shading, have been developed for the ground 













Figure 32: Haze Generator Block Diagram 
Timing 
Sync Input 
for the ground scene generator . There are three major differences between the traffic genera-
tor and the ground scene generator. 
(1) The addition of shading algorithms. 
(2) Two sources of input, (a) the student 's aircraft 's position and attitude , and (b) 
instructor 's aircraft's position and attitude . 
(3) Instructor control. 
The position and attitude of the instructor 's aircraft are controlled by another flight 
simulator that is identical to the student's simulator. A feature that could be added to at 
least one of the simulators would be an auto-pilot function. For example, the instructor's air-
craft could be programmed to take off, fly the traffic pattern , land , and start over again . 
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This way the instructor does not need to be present for the student to practice collision 
avoidance . 
Both types of aircraft will be stored as a set of polygons, each of which has an associ-
ated color. This color will be shaded according to the position of the aircraft with respect to 
the sun. 
Two extra signals are required in addition to the video out from the traffic simulator . 
They are Blank and Dim. Blank is used to shut off the video from the ground scene generator 
when the image of the airplane is on the video signal. Dim is used for generating shadows on 
the ground scene. Dim tells a voltage divider circuit to halve the amplitude of the ground 




The purpose of this project was to show that a useful flight simulator could be made 
inexpensively from low cost components and this has been demonstrated . No processing ele-
ments larger than a microprocessor were used . The future offers more powerful microproces-
sors that rival the minicomputers of today . With these new microprocessors more powerful 
flight simulators will be possible without a cost increase . Also , more functions can be placed 
in hardware if VLSI chips are used . There is a lot more to be done for low cost flight simula-
tion and I hope to continue to work in this area. 
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APPENDIX A: SCHEMATICS 
Schematics for all sections of the simulator that were developed in ADSL are given on 
the following pages. 
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Writt~n by: Rob~rt Atac 
• Th\5 proqr~m i~ th~ control progr~m tor thP Bit MappP~ Graph1r.5 
• syst?m that 1s us~d for scene display. Parallel cammun1r."t Jon ·~ 





• THESE LOCATIONS ARr DEFINrD IN THr reB BOARD FOR THE Pi fT 











~ (1 1,0001l 
~1)60010 
t 060018 
t FUNCTION REGISTER FORMAT: 
• TOP IIJT: IGNORF.D 
FUNCTION /C OLOR RF.GISTER 
AR~A FILL F.NABLR RE GI STER 
COLOR TARLE START ADD R F0R LOU WORDS 
COLOR TABLE START ADDR FOR HIGH WORDS 
• NF.XT 3 BITS: SET COLOR (BIT=1 SELECTS THAT MEMORY BOARD ) 
• NFIT 4 RITS: SELECT ALU FUNCTION. 
• SEE ALU FUNCTION COMMAND 
PARALLEL PORT EQUATES 
• 
PGCRt EQU t010001 Port Geno;;r;,J Control R~E~qi5teor 
PBCII: EQIJ •ot OOO F Port B Control R!f>g .\ 5 tF.or 
PADDR: EOU t 0100 05 Port A Data Dir ec tt on Register 
PBDDD: EOU .010007 Pnrt R D~ta Otr .. r.tton Regtst~r 
PADR: EOU t010011 Pc.rt A Dat.a Rl?gi5t ?r 
PSR: EOIJ S•H 00 1B Port St~tiiG R"'gtst<>r 
• THESE LOCATIONS ARE USED IN LINE DRAWING 
• 
NEIIX: ·oc. L 
NEIIV: DC. L 
XOLD: DC. L 








DF.STINATION X COORD 
DEST1NAT10N Y COORD 
XC'OO RDfNATF. LAST PLOTTED 
Y COORD LAST PLOTTED 
INTF.RNAL FUNCTION REGISTER COPY 
QO 
~ 














































• THIS PROGRAM CONTROLS THE FUNCTIONS OF THF. 
• ADVANCF.D DIGITAL SYSTEMS LAB COLOR GRAPHICS UNIT 
• COMMAND FORMAT: 
COMMANDS ARF. INDIVIDUAL BYTF.S R~CIEVED BY THE F.CR 
+ THE FIRST BYTE RECF.IVED AFTER POWER UP OR CONCLUDING A COMMAND 
+ SELECTS THE OPERATION TO BE PERFORMED. 
• 
+ THE COMMANDS AND THF.IR FORMATS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
• 
+ 27,13.• SET .ALU FUNCTION. THE LOWER 4 BITS ARE THE ALU FUNCTION 
• 
• THF. ALU FUNCTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS <USER INPUT = A, MEM ORY =BI 
• 001 INVERT<AI 011 NOR (-(A+BI I c) ?: JNVF.RT THEN AND <- AlB 
01: ZERO <Il l 04: NAND (- ( AB I I () ~: INVERT 11 E11 <-Il l 
0 61 EXC UISIVE OR <A +0 Bl 
• 07: INVERT MEM THEN AND <A <-BII oe: INVERT THEN OR 
091 EOtiiVAI.F.NCE <- (A +0 B I l 0111 COPY MF.M !RI 
011: AND ( AB I oc: ONE ( 1l 
+ OD: TNVERT MF.ft, THF.N OR <A + ( -R I I 
OE: OR (A + ll I OF: STRAIGHT INPUT <A I 
t 27,14.• SET BANK ENARLES 
+ 29.= DRAW LINES <CONNECTF.D/UNCONNECTED SEGMENT S I 
+ EXPLANATIONS AND EXAMPLES OF LINE DRAWING FORMAT ARE 
IN COMMENTS BEFORE THE LINE DRAWING ROUTINE S. 
• 
+ 27. 12. • CLEAR SCREEN 
• 
ORG t 2000 
<-A + Bl 
99 002 008 
100 0020<JE 
OOii t-0 000 INIT: 




SF.TIIP INITIAL FUNCTION Rf'G 














00 20 1C bl00 01Eb 
0020 20 2A7C 000100t1 
00 20 2b 3C7C00 07 
00:702A b10001C9 




MOVEA.L tt100 0,A7 
BSR ' PARINJT 
MOVE. I. tPADR , A'3 
MOVE.W t7,Ab 
TURN OFF AREA FILL 
INITIA LI ZE STACK POINTER 
INITIALI ZE PARAL LEL PORT 
PARA LLEL DATA PORT AD DRES S 
USED IN DRAW DOT 









LOAD FHOM PORT A INTO DO 
29 = DRAW J. lNES 
THIS COMMAND WILL DRAW LINES USING 
THE LATEST SET FUNCTION ON THE ALU 
00 
~ 
FLIGHT SIIIULATOR RASTER GRAPHICS CONTROL PROGRAII PAGE 3 
112 002036 OC00001B 
113 00203A 67000004 




119 002040 61000182 
119 002044 ocoooooc 
120 002048 67000166 
121 00204C OCOOOOOD 
122 002050 66000006 
123 0020~4 61000029 
124 002059 OCOOOOOE 
12~ 00205C 66000006 
126 002060 6100003E 
127 002064 OCOOOOlD 
129 002068 6700007R 
129 00206C OCOOOOOF 
130 002070 6700016A 
131 002074 OC000010 
132 002079 6700004A 





























CliP 1. B 
BEO 
CliP J. B 
BEO 



















* END COIIIIAND TAI!J.E 
• 
' 
• BEGIN CODE FOR INDIVIDUAL COIIIIANDS: 
t COIIIIAND 27, 13. : SET FUNCTION 
27,12 IS CLEAR SCREEN. 
27,13 IS SET ALU FUNCTION 
27,14 IS SET BANK ENABLE 
27,29 IS DRAW LINE USING FUNCTION 
••••• this is t~mrorary ''''' 
27,16 IS CHANGE DISPLAY PAGE 
142 • 





148 0(1207E 3200 !lETALII: 
149 00~090 61000172 
150 002084 0240000F 
151 002088 0~7900F010l0 ISETALU: 
152 0020BE B17Bl0l0 
153 007092 30381010 
154 002096 13C0000600DO 
155 00209C 1001 










BOTTOII 4 BITS SET THE ALU FUNCTION. 
ONLY ONE WORD IS INPUT, THEN BRANCH BAC~ TO 









GET FUNCTION CHANGE 








• COHIIAND 27,i4. I SET BAN~ ENARLES 
164 
165 0020AO 3200 
166 oo:oAz 6to00150 
167 0020A6 02400007 






BOTTOII TllREE BITS ~ET THE ALU FUNt::TION . 
ONLY ONE WORD IS INPUT, THEN BRANCH RACK TO 




GET RANK CHANGE 
00 
t.J 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR RASTER GRAPHICS CONTROL PROGRAM PAGE 4 
169 0020AA E848 
169 0020AC 027BOOOF1010 
170 002082 81 7R101 0 
171 002086 30381010 
172 0020BA 31C000060000 
173 0020CO 3001 

















t4 1 DO 




D1 1 DO 
• COMMAND 27 1 16: CHANGE DISPLAY PAGF. 
• 
LOAD FUNr:TJON REGISTER 
• THIS COIIKAND SWITCHES THE DISPLAY PAGE AND THE WORK PAGE. 
• THE GRAPHICS UNIT WILL DISPLAY ONE PADE AND ALLOW THE USER TO 
• DO WORK ON A NON DISPLAYED PAGE. AFTER THE USER IS DONE WORKING 
• A PAGE, THEN THEY MUST SWITCH THE DISPLAY PADE WITH THE NON WORK 
• PAGE TO SEE THE NEW DISPLAY. 
181 • 







!JET THF. CONTENTS OF THE FUNCTION REG 
INVERT THE FUNI;TlON REG !FLI P PAGEl 
ZE RO THE REST OF THE FUNCTION REG 
185 0020C8 4640 
186 OO?OCA 02400080 
187 0020CE 31C01010 
188 0020D7 3JC000060000 
18« 





































P"T THE DATA BAr:K INTO THE INTERNAL REG 




• COKMAND 29. DRAW LINES 
• 
• FORIIAT: COMPLEX. ALL OPERANDS LISTED INSIDE OF 
REPEATED AT WILL. TTEKS INSIDE OF ( 1 'S 
ALL COORDINATES ARE INPUT Y COO RDINATE 
:?9 . <r YO, XO, ( Yl, XDD 'FFl'F. 
• INPUT CONSISTS OF A COORDINATE OR A TERMINATOR. 
• 
• TO DRAW ONE LINE SEGMENT, SEND IN POINTS Y1,Xl 
• THEN,SEND POINTS Y2,X2, AND THEN 
THE LINE WILL BE DRAWN ON THF SCREEN. 
• 
0 '5 KAY BE 
ARE OPTIONAL. 
THFN LOW COO RDINATF. 
+ TO CONTINUE FROM Y2,X2, SIMPLY CONTINUE SENDING COORDINATE PAIRS 
• UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE SEGMENT DE ST!JN DESIRED. 
THIS WILL CAUSE SEVERAL CONNECTED SEG MENT S TO RE DRAWN FROM 
!Xl, Yll TO IX2, Y7 ) TO !X3, '/ 3), ETC. 

















!ENTER LINE DRAW KOOE) 
!FIRST COORDINATE OF TRIANDl.E) 
!CONNECTED LINE TO FIRST COORDI NATE) 
ITOP VERTEX OF TRIANGLE) 
!CONNECT TO INITIAL POINT) 
IEXIT I.TNF. J>RAW IIODEJ 

































































65535 !TERMINATE, GO TO HATH HENUI 
D i~~onnected line SPgments can be drawn if the line sPgm~nt con trol 
* h ~~ bP~n togglPd to th~ linP ~Pgment ~tAt~. In this mnrtP , ltn~ ~~qPm~nt~ 
• are draw in a di5connectPd fashinn. Thai means tha1 att~r a ~~cond 
* ~oo rd~n~tP has bPPn YPCP\verl, a n~w linP will start. No lin~ will b~ 
t drawn tn th~ th1rd coordinate rece1ved, however a line w1ll he draw between 






THIS IS AUTOMATIC LI NE DRAW 
5ET1JP Al.ll FOR I.INF. DRA WING 
002 0E2 283C00070000 FT.INE: t10VF . l ·~70000,1)4 







0020 FE 3240 
00~100 61001)0F2 









00711.F. "3M :' 
0021'~ 0 '104'1 
0•)2 1:?:' bCOb 
0021? .. 444 0 
00~1 76 34 JCFFI'I' 












11 0 VE. W OO, A2 
P.SR GF.TWRD 
ASR.W t1, no 
H'lVE . W DO,Al 












































t' · 't,D3 
nt, DO 
YRIGGER 
t ACTUAL DRAWING SECTION. 
GET Y COORDINATE/TERMINATOR 
SFI'FF IS TERMINAT OR 
SJNCF. RES IS 512Y.,84 NOT 1024X7b7 
GOTTA HAI.F TH E VAUJf. 
STORE STA RT J NG Y fOO RDINAT F. 
GET X COORDJNATF.I TEP MlNAT OR 
HAI.F THE RfS . HALF T~E Vhl.. 
STORE 5TART1 NG X COORDINATE 
GET Y COO Rll!NATE ! TERMINATOR 
~FFFF IS TERMINATOR 
llALI' TilE RES .• llAJ.F TilE VAl. 
GET X COORDTNATE/TERI1INATOR 
TNJTJAI.I :':E BI/11PX<ANil Bl/ MPVI 
f)t) = O!':l.TA Y 
CHECK DIRECTION OF !lE!.TA X 
Oll = AB 'i !OF.LTA XI 
01 = AP. S<DE I.TA VI 
FIN!l f)El.TAX - f)El.TA V ANl\ SF.T rl.AGS 
IF V I'i BlGGF.R, GO TO THAT SECTION 
OF THF. LOOP 
Db = COUNT !NlJHRF.R OF POINTS TO Pl .OTI 
D7 • TEMP - li~ED TO KEEP TRACK OF WilEN TO HUMP TilE C:OORDTNATE OF 
110ST SLOWLY CHANGING AXIS IV IN XRIG AF. R1 X TN VRTGGF.Rl 
00 
Cll 
FLIGHT SlP1UtATOR RASTER Gl!APillr:'l CO NTROL PROr.RAl1 PAr.E b 
280 
281 oon~A ~coo 
282 oon3C 3EOO 







:no 0021 '10 390A 
291 002\'12 ED44 
292 00:?144 "3A09 
293 0•)2146 E64D 
794 007148 El845 
29~ 00'2~4A E~44 
296 007 1 'IC 2 •! 44 
297 00'214E 1~(•9 
79 9 002150 3A3COOEIO 
299 00715'1 07440007 
300 00'215~ 67(•2 
301 00215A F.8b0 
302 002t5C 3f•l35 
30'1 
304 OQ2t5E 4A4~ 




309 002164 D2C2 
310 007.166 5346 
311 •)02l bl3 DE41 
312 Qc)2t!. A RE40 
313 oc•2tbC t-nn:;; 
3l4 OQ:?H·E 9F.~O 
315 00'1' 1 7•J 04C3 





321 002174 3CQI. 
3:2 0>):i"176 3F.(o1 







330 00717A 3EIOA 
33\ 00'1'1. 7C ED44 
332 OfJ 717E '"!A09 
333 002HO E'>41• 
334 0 0?1 97 8845 






DO, n 7 
t1,D7 
t JWIJTINE ORAWDOT: 
• 
COUNT <- ABS!OELTA XI 
TF.P1P <- !ABS!OEI.TA XI 1/Z 
t PLOT S TilE POINT XOLD,YOLD ACCORDING TO PREVIOUSLY SET ALU ANn COLOR 
t FUNCTIONS 





AST .. W 
110VE.L 





















• NEXT POTNT THI S SEGI1ENT 
ADD.W 
S\IB.W 














•TilE COI1PLEP1F.NT OF XBIGGF.R: 
YRTGGER: 110VE.W D\,06 
110\'E.W 01,07 
ASR.W llt,07 
• ROUTINE DRAWOOT: 
GET Y COORDINATE 
SHIFT TO HA KE ROOI1 FOR X ADDRE SS 
ROTTOI1 3 ARE THE RlT NUI1BER 
COI1JliNE AN!l THF.N fC1RI1 
SJ:TIJP FOR llORO Ol'F.RA TTON ON1 .V 
SAVE THE ADDRES S 
FIND TilE BTT NUI1RF.R F'OR WORD !AOI 
SF'T THE 1 TO APPROPRIATE SPOT 
STORE POINT 
CHECK F'(lR C:OUNT = 0 
IF SO, r,r.T NF.JT COO RPINATE PAIR 
DECilE11F.NT r.Oti NT 
TEMP ,_ TE~P t AH GCOF.l.TA VI 
r.HF.C:K IF' 5110111.0 BIIHP Y TOO 
RE SET TEI1P 
C:OUNT FROtl AR SCOEI.TA VI 
TEtiP (- ARS!Dr.t.n XI i2 
t PLOTS TilE POINT XOLD,YOLD Ar.CORDING TO PRFVJOUSI.Y SF.T Al.U AN!l r.OIOR 
t FUNCTIONS 












GET Y COClROtNATF. 
SltlFT TO 11AKF. R0011 FOR X ADllRF.'>S 
ROTTO!'I 3 ARF. Till: RlT NIJMP.ER 
COtiBINE ANil THEN FOR I1 
SETIIP FOR WOR fl OP ER ~ T 1 ON ON!. Y 
00 
Q) 




































































0071 A4 DEliO 
0021116 BE4l 
0071118 6DDO 
00 21AII '1F.4l 
00:?11\C D?C:? 
1•0 ? 1AE !,OC:A 
007l.BO ::10381010 
0021 Ba 0 '' 40Ff'RO 
01)21.P8 0•:0 40•)00~ 
00 :' \BC 33 r:v •> r•C•i,O•Joo· 
O•l 71C7 :11COl010 
110VF..L D4,AO 
110VE. W A1,D4 




NOSiflfTV: 110VE . W DS, I AO I 
• 







C:I1P.W n1' ll7 
RLT. S VLOOP 
SIIR.II n1, n 7 
AnD.W !12, Al 
BRA.S VJ.OOP 
t COI111AND 7.7. 12. : CLEAR THE SC:REEN 
• 
SAVE TifF. ADDRESS 
FIND THE BIT NUI1RER FOR WORn IAOI 
SET THE l TO APPROPRIATE SPOT 
STORE POTNT 
FORMAT: NONE. BRANCHES HAC~ TO 11AIN 11ENU. 
• C:I.EAR TifF. SCREEN. 
• **•P!PORTANT: TilTS FUNCTION C:HANGES THE VALliE OF THE AI.IJ REGISTf.R 
t AND RESETS TilE C:OJ.OR TO BI.AC:K' 1 ' 
CLEAR: I10VE.W IFIINC:REG,DO 
AND.W t~01'FH0,DO C:I.EAR OUT AT.ll FIINI;TlON AND BANK 'iEl.~CT 
OR.W t~ 3 , D•> SJ::T Atll TO Al.WAV S OIITPIIT ? F.RO 
110VE.W nn,rtJNC:REG 
110VE.W no, IFIINCREG 
• CYCLE THROIJGII 11EI10RV 
• 
002lC b 20lf00005FFE TEI1P: I!OVE.L I'OSFFE, DO f. C:RFEN 11f.l101lV uir.fl Allnnr. s" 
00 l 1C:C: 201C:0007BF~E 110VE.I. 41~07BFFF.,AO 
00 7107 31•li• CI.OOP: I!OVE.W DO, · I AO I Cl.f:AR WORn 
002104 57CBFFFC: DREO no,r.J.OOP CONTI NilE t F no ) o 
oo 71 na ~ .... oorr.so BRA START 
• 
• This is t~mjorary cod~ to t~gt th~ cl~ar t.un c: t jon 
• this cod~ will fill th~ sc:r e en 
• 0071DC 3038!.010 Fll.J.: I!OVE.W lF!JNCREG,DO 
r•02l EO 074(1FFilO ANn.W t~OFFilfJ , no (J.F.AR OUT ALII AN D E AN ~ SEI.EC:T 
OfJ21 f.4 •)0401•00C OR.W •~or., no c;~t i\ltt to wrtt·-· 1, r.. 
0(•2t':B 3\C:Ol<•H• 110VE.W nr,,lFIJNC:REO 
OO:?lEC llCOOOObOOOO I!OYE.W DO,FUNCREG 
0021 F7 1,002 BRA TEI1P 
00 
~ 








199 Ob 21F4 0839000 2 
• 
t SUBROUTINE GET~RD : 
• LOADS A WORD INTO THE LOWER WORD OF DOFROI'I TilE PARAI.J.EJ. PORT. 
• NI!TIHN G ET.S F. CIIANIJF.Il. 
000 1001B 
400 002H'C 67F6 
GETWkO: ~T S T.R t 2 ,PSR TEST FOR INPUT RUFFER FULL 
401 0071FE 0 \ 00000 0 







409 0 02:'0 4 
410 00720A 
41\ 002212 
412 0022 1A 
4\3 002222 
414 007778 
4\S 0022 ? F 
41~ 
417 
4 '21 "1 000 1 000 ~ 
l 3FCt•04o'o 





4 2391)0(11 00(15 
4 ?39000 1 (1007 
4F. 75 
••• TOTAL ERRORS 0--
REO OETWI!Tl 
I'I IIVf.P .W OI A5l 1 DO 
RTS 
• SUBROUTINE PARINIT: 
• INITIAI.T ZES .THE &B230 PARALLEL PORT CHIP. 
• Thf' p o rt. 15 .tnjtiali7Pd for 16 b .1t. 11roid1rP.rti.o n a .\ input . 
PARINJT: r.LR.B 
I'I OVF. . B 
I'I OVE . R 
I'IOVt . B 
r.J.R .R 





t1-4 0,P GCR 
lt l, (l, PGCR 




ENABJ.f: OPE RATION 
RET SUR I'I OOE 
9ET POR T A JlTRECTTON TO INPUT 
SET PO~T R DIRECTION TO INPUT 
SYI'IROI. TABLE - APPROX 386 SYI'IBOL ENTRI ES LEFT 
AR EAEN 1)1,0000 r.r. lll: 1 Oio /. OSR Cr. llt: 7 00::>064 r.T.EAR tl0 7tf!(l 
CLOOP 0071. 0 ~ CPAGE OO ? OC4 CTABI.EH 060Co1 a C:TARLEL 06ootn 
nxor. 0•.> 212 A n vor. 0L)71J1, ESC: C: I'ID O•J 2 t!40 FILL t)fl ? 1 Of 
Fl.J NE (11)20E2 r liNC:REG 1) 1,0 000 GF:TWRD 0021F4 IFIIN CRF.G t il) t I) 1 t) 
TNIT (Ill ;1(\() (1 lSETAl.tl OO::>O IIR I.IN E OO ? t)Or. 1.1Nt::r.ON ()ft :-· 1 ( Ill 
NF:WX (1 I) 1 000 'IF.W y 001 (10 4 NO HH I FTX 01)2 1 5C: NO SH lrTY (1 112 1. '1 0 
PAllOR r11 o···os PAnn 01.MI1 l PAR TNJ'T oo270 4 ror.n fl 1 1,1110 F' 
PROTlR 0 ' 0007 f' f.C R 010 001 PSR 0\0018 SETALIJ 0(1 7(17[; 
St::TBANK 00 20AO START 00 / 02 A TEI'IP 00 2,r.6 XH JGflEll 00 717o A 
XI.Ofi P f•071. 4 t'• r.0r.n OC1 I Onf! YBH;GI:R (o(o?174 YI.OO P no: t 7A 






1:?1 0 '1 1 8"\ 






































































001 o.oO E C•OOOi•OO ? 
0(1 1 0 1 (1 000000<•2 
0(11012 000000(12 




Qo)1 01C Ot)OO•JOO:' 
00101 E (o(oC•OOC•O/ 
O•l 1 070 •lOOO•lO•i? 
0 (• 1 0 ~ 2 (Hh11)0 0(12 
53 00 10 14 00000 02 
54 0010?6 00000 02 






ADSL FLIGHT SIMUlATOR 
SCENE GENERATOR 
CO NTROL PROGRAM 




• PARALLEl. 1 10 CHIP REGISTERS 
PG CR F. I'll ~01 (1(101 PORT GENERAL CONTROL REGISTER 
parR F. f'U f ,.,, OOO F PORT R Cf' NTRO!. RFGISTF.R 
PA f•DR En tt '$11\ 0(1()5 PORT A DATA DlREr.TlON REGISTER 
PRD!lR f.(\IJ ,..,, 0007 PORT R DATA DIRF.CTION REGISTER 
PADR E(\IJ ~ (o 1 (lfol 1 PORT A DATA REGISTER 
PSR F. Oil t•\10 01 B PORT STATUS RF.GT ST FR 
• RESERVE SPACE IN MF.t1 0RY FOR THE SINE AND COS INE OF THE PITCH, 
BANK AN D HEADING ANGLE S. 
SJNP: Ds.w 
cos P: ns.w 
S JNB: Ds.w 
rosn.: ns. w 
SINH : DS.II 
COSH: DS.J.I 
• RESERVE SPACE IN MEMORY FOR THF. F.LF.MF.NTS OF THE TRANSF ORHATTON MATRI X 
T1 !lS.W 1. 
T ~' OS. II 1. 
T3 Ds . w 1 
T'+ Ds.w , 
T<i ns.w 1. 
T6 DS .J.I 1 
T7 DS.II t 
TR ns.11 
' T9 ns.w 
. RF.SERVF. SPACE IN MEMORY FOR PITCH. RANK, AND HEADING ANG! .ES 
PlTC:H: DS.Il 1 
RANK: ns.11 1 
HEADING: ns.11 
• Re5erv~ ~pace for ATC:-510 r~adba c k temp ~~r oabl •s 
• thts vaiabl-=!' 5how-::; the -;t.atP of th~=< ~lfxt 1, 4ry swttrhpc::; . 
5W _STATE: DS.Il 
ATCTMP: DS. W 
TMPHF.AD: DS.W 
• RESERVE SPACE IN MEMORY FOR VARIABLES THAT IIlLI . RE USED RY THE 
TRANSLATE AND ROTATE ROIITINF. S 
~ 
0 
SCENE_FLIGHT _SIMULATOR_GRAPHICS PAGE 2 
58 00102A 00000002 P£P.M _X S os .w , • RF.:AL-WORLD I PERMANENT I X, Y, Z FOR START POINT 
59 00107C 0000000~ PERM _YS n ~ .w t 
6 0 00 1 02E 00000002 PERM _::<; OS.~ , 
61 0•)1 1)31) 000 00007. PHM _O: ns .w t • REAL - WORLD X,Y,Z FOR END POINT 
62 001032 00000002 PERM . YF.: os .w 1 
63 001034 0000000" PERI1 _2E ns. w , 
64 
65 001036 00000002 xs_::o ns .w I. X, Y, Z, VALIIES AFTER TRANSLATION AN!l ROTATI ON 
66 00 103 8 0000000? YS_3D ns. w , FOR START POINT 
67 00103A 00000002 zs_::;n ns.w 
68 00103C 00000002 XF _3 D !J S. W 1 END POINT X,Y, 7., VALIIF S AfTER TRAN SLATI ON AtlO 
69 00 103 E 0000000 2 YE _30 DS.W 1 ROTATION 
70 00 1 0 4 0 00000002 zr._:; n DS.W 
71 
72 0010 42 00000002 GTE I1P ns .w t TEMP ORARY STORA GE FOR TRAN SLATE ROUTINE 
73 00 10•• 00000002 STEI1P os.w 
74 00 104~ 00000~07. nEI1P ll S. W 
7'5 
7b 00 1 048 00000002 PIPF.R_ X ns.w , CURRE NT REAL - WOR LD COORDI NAT ES OF THE 
77 (•(1\ O<iA 00001100:' PIPER _Y os.w , AIR CRAFT 
7t! 001.<.' 4C 00110000:> PIPER _Z ns .w 
79 
80 O<JtO<i E 0000(~<)02 PTF.l'tP_X DS .W 1 TEMP ORARY STOREAGE fO R PLANE POSITION 
81 00 10'50 0•)(10(1(•0:> PTEt'!P _Y DS .W 1 
8 2 00 1 052 0000000:> rTF.l'tP_Z DS.W 1 
83 10 
84 00105'1 00000002 ATC X ns .w . 1-' 
85 00 1 056 0000000 2 AT C: _Y ns.~ 
8 6 00 1 0~ 8 0~000002 AT C _z DS.W 
&7 
98 01•1 (•5A l)t)t)00(•0 4 CT_DIS TJD: DS .I. 1 DISTANCE OF PLANE TO CONTR Ol. TO ~F.R 
89 00\ 0 5£ • .•000000 ~ CT _ 01 S T ~: D: ns .1. 
.,,., 001 1)b 7 l)l)l) t)(JI}t)~ XOI ST: DS.W 
91 001•.16 '+ 0000000 2 YOI ST: ns.w 
G2 oo t Ob6 ooooono~ ZOJ ~. T : ns. w 
93 
9 4 001068 0000000~ X5 _:'D os .w 1 ? l) COORDINATF S FOR STAP.T POINT 
95 00 10b A 0000000 ' Y s _ ~· o ns.w l 
9b 00106 S 00000002 Y.E_ ? D DS.W t ~~ n f: OO~DI NA TF: S FOR f. N[• POINT 
97 00 106 E 0000000 2 YE . :> n 0'>. w 
9 8 
99 001070 00000001 LEFT _s DS. R 1 RF.:Sf:R'IE M!': MORY fOR ENll POINT POS ITI ON CO!lE S 
10 0 OOH71 00(10(Jt"•(l 1 RIGHT S DS.R 
1 (1 ' 00 1 072 000<)<) •)0 1 HI.OW_S ns . B 
1 0~ 001071 00u0000\ ABO'IF.: _ 5 DS .B 
10 ] 001074 00000001 l.F.I'T_f DS.B 
10~ 0(• 1 07~ 00~0•)0U 1 RIGHT_F. OS.R 
1 05 00107~ 0000u00 1 RELOW_F. ns.R 
10 6 00 1 077 00000001 ABOV E_ E D!l.R 
107 00 1u7 8 00000002 PROJECT os.w 
1 08 OO t (J7 A (I(JI1Qu007 NF;G_INO DS.W 
1 09 
11 0 O<l1(•7C <i00(d•02 yp os.w t VARJARI.f. S !"llR IWR1 70 N 
111 00107E I)(I(I{JI)(l/ Yll os.w 
11 7 00108(J 0•)0(J002 YTOTI. DS.W 
113 001<) 8 / 0(10(100 2 YTOTR os.w 
SCENE_FI.IGHT_S!I1lllATOR_GRAPHI \.S PAGE 3 
114 001084 00000 002 
115 001 086 000 00002 
116 001098 00000001 




121 00108A 0000015C 





1 :>7 0011F2 FF:6F 
1 28 t"o~H 1 FE 0000 
129 00 1 70 A 0001) 
130 oo 1 :·u, FE ·':> F 
131 
13 2 001 ?22 0320 
133 00t2:?E 0 ?!58 
1 3'1 001 7'3 A 025 8 
135 0() 1 ?46 0120 
136 
137 00 1 252 0320 
138 Out25E •)c'58 
139 001 Lt. A O:i'5 8 
1'10 0(•1276 OTtO 
141 
14 2 001782 0320 
143 001 28E 032<• 
144 001'29A 0/58 
1'15 0012A6 <•:: 58 
146 
147 o••12R? one 
1'18 0012BE 0::'58 
149 O•i 1 2C io 0?58 
1s o oo 1 :<D6 onr. 
151 
152 00 1 2E2 07RC 
153 0012EE 0?'5 8 
154 001 ? FA t):'58 
155 0'•1106 O?P.C 
156 
157 00131 '! 07BC 
158 00131E O:?BC 
159 0013 ~ A 0 :> 58 
16•) Out3>6 to 2'5B 
161 
1.6 2 0(•13'+2 185 8 
161 00134£ 21?8 
164 0t)13SA ?328 
165 O<o t )-,1, 1A'58 
1 66 
167 •)0137:' Ht.C 
168 






Ds . w 
D·1. A 
DS. B 
• RUFFER AREA FOR ROTATED AIRPLANE 
C15D RUF : DS.W 
C1":i ORE: OS . W 
18 0-b 
" 
• REAJ. - WORJ.D DATABA SE : THIS DATABASE IN CI .UDES THE HORI ZO N, 
• A RUNWAY, A \.O NTROI. TOWER, AND A HANGAR . 


































- 4oo,n , ?ooo , o , o , zooo RUNWAY 
0,0 , 7000,0 , 0 , 0 
o, 0 , o, - 4 (•0 , o, 0 
-4(tO,o , o, - 400,0,2000 
800,2D0,7D0,6D0,200,700 HANGAR 
b~0 , 2 00,700,600,~oo,Juo 
~OO,~OO ,J OO ,B 00,200 ,3 00 
Ron,~r,u,~O(t,R00,200,700 
800,0 ,7 00,b00 , 0 ,700 
600,0,700,600,0,300 
b•H•, Ct, 3oo, 800, 1) , ~00 
fJ••f• , 11, 1o0 , flO••, 0, 700 
900 , 20~ , 700,800 , 0 , 7•)0 
fl•lO, 2 t)0, 300, 800, O, 1(•(• 
~00,200 , 300 , ~00 , 0 , 30 0 
600 , ?. 00 , 7tJO, 600, 0 , 7tltt 
7D0,400,A50,600,400 1 850 CO NTR Ol. TOWFR 
600,'+00,8~0,&00,400,751) 
l-Ot• , 4t't(t, 750 0 7(o(l, 400 1 750 
700,~0tl,750,700 ,4 00 , 8~0 
70o,n ,sso,boo , o,B50 
h00,(• ,8S~,~oo , o,7~o 
~on , o , 750 , 7oo ,o,7 ~0 
700,ft , 75t) ,7 00 , 0,8~0 
700, 400 , B50 ,700 ,0,B50 
7nn,4n0 , 7~0 , 70u , 0,75n 
600 , 400 , 7~0 , &00,n,7~0 
hO •·•, qt)(• , e~u , ~~''', o, 85(• 
70uro, 0 ,1 2250, 9•iOO, O, 17 25fo FRASCA RU NWAY 
90DO,O,t2250,9D00,0,1 2000 
9ooo , o ,t zooo ,7ooo ,o,t :> non 
700••, O, t :-~ 00ft 1 7t)clft 1 0, ' ';::? ~tt 
70 20 ,0, 1 2 \1>0,7\ 00 ,0,t 2t60 OF t1 0 
7oz n , 0 ,1 2 l1~,7t oo , o, t 71t5 o OF tt o 
IC 
t-.:1 
SCENE _ FLlGHT_SIKULATOR_GRAPHI C~ PAr.F. 4 
170 0013BA 1BBC 
171 0 01196 tllBC 









0 01 3 BA 
00 1 JC 6 
0 01302 






180 0 01 3 F.A :? 31.'1 
181 1lO tlF6 23 ) 4 
18 2 00 14 02 2:> EC 
18 3 OO H OE :?L F.C 
184 Oll141A 2:? C4 
185 
186 
187 00 14 26 FFF O 
188 00 143 :> FFF O 
1 8'1 00 1'+3 £ FFF O 
190 00 14 4A f' FF O 
1 9 1 001 4'51:> FF I'O 
19? 01)1 462 1) 1)110 
19 3 0 (•1'1 6 F. (11) >)0 
19 4 00 14 7A 0000 
19'5 1)0 1'1 81:> OM10 
19 6 00 14 ''1:? 00 •1F 
197 00 1'1 9 F. 0(•0f 
1 9 ~ OO l<IAA OOOF 
t 99 oo 1~ R 6 oo~·~ r 
200 0(• 14 C:? l100 F' 
20 1 0(1 14 C: F. oono 
207 00 1 4DA OOf1f) 
20 1 00 1 <+ Eb or,,-,,, 
20 4 00 14f' :? (•0(1(1 
20 '5 OO HFE FFF •) 
206 Ofo 1 ':ifJ A FFF O 
?0 7 0(• 1 '5 1 ·~ FFFO 
:?foB 00 1. 5?? FF8 C 
209 0 111 "i?F. (\117"3 
2 10 00 1"i:< A 0073 
211 00 15<+/o FFA C 
21 2 00 1552 (11119 
211 0 fl\ '5"iF. 00 19 
214 0 0 156 A 00 19 
2 1'5 00 15 7 1, 00(1(1 
216 fJ0 158 ? FFE6 
2 17 
218 
219 0 0158£ 02 8A 
'120 0 0 1590 0 15 F. 
2'2 1. (•0 1"i'i2 0320 
:?'! 7 
2 23 001. 5-< 4 OMJO 
'Z:t4 0 0 15 '16 (J000 







7 1 0010,12115,7100,0,1 20 65 
71 0 01 0 , 1?06517020 , 0 ,1 :'01,5 





or . w 
A9 00,0,1 21B5 ,B980,0,1 ?. 1B5 8 OF t 28 
89A0 , 0 ,1 2 1 A 5,A 9 A 0 , 0 ,1 ~ 1 ~ '5 
B9 R0 ,0,1 21J 5,89n o , o , t2135 
A ~00 , 0 ,1 2 1 ~5 ,A'i~O , O ,t 2 1A5 





0(' . w 
R 9 R O , O ,l 2 1 15 ,89A 0 , 0 ,1 206~ 2 OF t 2R 
Fl 'fil c) , 0 , 1 ~· 06::; , R'f 4 (• , 0 , 1:'n~5 
R''< <+ ll , O, \7. 1)1 .5 , A'140 , 0 , ' .7 11 5 
A·t u o , o , 1 :? 11. 5 , A·1!"11) , o, , 2l 1 5 
R9no, 0,1 2 l15,A900 , 0 ,t 20~5 
AIRPIANf. OAT~RA S E 
rr. . w ~ t ~ , -?o , - ~ o , - l ~ , o , -4 o 
D <~ .w · 15 , o , -4o , - t 5 , o , -7.o 
nc:. w - 1 ~,.-• , - 2o , . , 5 , 2o , - 1 o 
nr. w - 15,70 , - t o , - 15 , 20, to 
nr. .u -15, 20 ,J o , o , o,6o 
nr. w 0 . 0,b0 ,0, 30 , 70 
D(. ~ 0 , 10 , 70 , 0 ,10 ,A O 
D~. W 0,30 ,B O, O, - ?O , BO 
Pr.. W 0,-20 , A0 , - 15 , · ?0,- 4 1) 
nr.. w 1 ~. -20 , - 4 C• , 15 , o, - 40 
nc . w l~ , o , - 4 o , 15 , o , - 20 
nc. w 1 '5 , 0 , -· t.:0 ,1 5 , 20 , - '1 0 
n r.. w 15 , 20, · 10 ,1 5 , :>,.1,1 0 
nc. w 15 , 2n ,t o , o , o , 6n 
nc .u O , f•, bo , o ,~ o , 7o 
nr.. w ~ , 3o,7o ,o, 3o ,e o 
nc:. w o, 1 t"J , Ro, o, -;·o, RO 
nr.. w o, - zo , B0 ,15, -2o , - 'l r• 
or.. w -1 ~ . -20 , _,. ,, , 15 , -211 , - 4 0 
o~.w - 1 5 , D , - 4 Q ,1 ~,o . - 'l o 
nc . u - 1. ~ , o , - :?o ,1 ~ , o , -7n 
;Rll OD Y 
; I.B l1 11Y 
r. Ro :. c; PJr:r.r.s 
nr . w _ , t 5 , 20 , · 111,1 , ., , 20 , - t o ; WI NG 
nc . w ' 1 ~ , ~ o , - 1.c• , 1 1 ~ , 7 ~"• , 1 o 
nr .w 1 l~ , 2o ,1 o , - t t5 , 2o ,1 o 
nc . w ·· ' 15 , :> o , 1 o , - , 5 , 2 o , -1 o 
n~ .w ~5 , - 1 o , 7o , -75, - 1 o , 7o EI.F. 'IAT OR 
nc .w :>~ . -1 o , no, · 25 , - 1 o , a•• 
n~ .w 75 , - t o , 7D , 75 , - 1o ,A o 
DC.W 0 , - 1n ,70 , 0 , - 1 0,00 
DC . W · 75 , · 10 , 7 0 , -25 , - 1 0 ,8 0 
t POSITION OF CONTROL TOWER OB SE RV ER 
CTOWF.R _X: D~.W 1,50 
CTOWF.R_Y: DC.W 350 
r.TOWER _Z : DC.W 0 01) 
XY ZPTR 










5C ENE_ FL I GUT_ 5 li1ULATOH _ ()RA Pill r. S PA()E 5 
'216 00159A 0 000 
':.27 00159C 00 00 
na 
279 
"30 00 \59E 00000081 
231 0<) 1.b1 F 0000000 1 
2 3 2 00 1 6'?0 00(•0 
2 33 00162:? 0000 
~3 '1 (>0 \ 6211 0000 
73"i 0l' l 676 O•lOO 
:? 31, 00 1 62 8 00 .. 10 
23 7 OOJ 62A 0000 
23 8 O•H6?C oor1o 
739 0016/E 001) 0 
2110 00 \ I, 3 0 0•)0(• 
7 41 
7 4 2 
2 43 001637 0000 
2 44 00 16 34 O•lOO 
~~ '15 001.',1" 0(11)(1 
746 1)1) 1 ~38 oooooeoo 








2"i5 002638 0000 
:?!76 O(t?b~t: •H•11:o 
257 •lo)?b&O (IO;>C 
25 1l 0fJ7h7 '1 (•040 
759 O<P&A8 005:? 
2~0 I•0269C DOh" 
261. Oll7~;- qo I)Ob F 
2t:! 0(1 ! ht:4 I)O"":"t~ 
~63 lH•?&D8 OC•7f: 
26 '1 IJIJ~~ ·~EC 0(11]0 
265 0•.>27(<0 (oo17E 
?b6 00 ~ .., , * (11)78 
767 00?7?8 (• O~. f' 
2b A 00271·~ (l(~ '.:> ? 
2 69 007750 (<05:' 
270 0027611 oc ... o 
271 007778 OI):? C 
272 (o0271lC: 0<)16 
'273 00?7 AI) 00,.•0 
27 4 (I\J'i7 B4 FFE ·:; 
275 O<i27C8 FFD3 
276 0fJ27DI: FFP.F 
277 00?7 f' •) HAD 
271l r,o~! ll<i<~ rr·•n 
27"' o •> 78 l e rr·;o 
2AO OO:' O<C FFA7 
781 007840 FF81 
LINECNT DC.W 0 
POSCNT DI: .W 0 
• ATC r ,;oad t,a r k 
NI111RIJ F : D!l. R 
l!llfEHD: OS. B 
RPITCU: DC. W 
RBANK: DC:. W 
RIIEAD1: DC. W 
Rflf:AD 2 : DC:. W 






















• F.RASF. ROIITTNF. VARIARLF:S 
EllA EN DO DC. W 
f:RAEND1 nr.. w 
SC RNFJ.G nr..w 







•f.RA SI' llUFF"f.R (I 
•F.:RA'lE RUFFER 
I.OOK - IIP TABI.f:: FOR ST NE AND f:OSINE 
5 JNE 
EAI:II EI.E11f.HT ltA 'i BEEN I1111 .T1PJ.1ED RY \28 AND ROIJ NOED TO cf.RO OE r:1 11 AI. 
PLACI:S. Dllf TO C:O NC: TRATNTS JHPOSED BY THF COJ1P IITA TTON OF THE f.l.f:I1FNTS 
(}F TIIF. TllAN'l ~'"O RI1AT10N 111\TR !X ANY EI.EHENT TfoJ THl ~ TAr.J.r. WIIT CII J.l (} lll.l) 





























~P00,0002 1 000 4 1 0007 1 0009 , 00 11,00\ ~ 1 00 1 ~,0il\A 1 0070 
Oc):? :'? ' on :;4 ' (If) 77 ' IHI ~"i ' (1011, lhtl ·;, (II),.:;;;; ' ft II' 7 , fn•4 (I' 111_1'+ ~ · 
(ll)~tt 1 {J(HH, , (t0 4A, 1)1)~0, c) (I~?, fl0~4 , OO~H . , 00~8, Ot.Hd) 1 I)Ht-.'.' 
0(•.',4 1 1)1)6.~ , lll)hl1 1 ()ft7Ct 1 c"tft7 7. , fH)7 ~ , Oc)7~ 1 ltfl77 1 (Ht 7'i 1 t)o01 
(1(18? , 0084 1 1)11A ~, t) ft87 , O(l8q , f•(l9 '\. 1 00'1'~ 1 l)l)q4 1 009~ , c)09 7 
()() •f fl 1 OOf'f ·i 1 0 1t't1 1 0 1t) :? 1 01 (tlf 1 0 1 Cl~ 1 (t' Ill.' , ft1 07, ft1 t) ' l 1 (111 (I 
0 1 11 , II\\ :?, 0\ \ 1, 0 \1 q , 0 \ \5, Ill \ ~. 1 (1 \ \ 7, (I\ 1 B, 0 1 1 9 , II\ 1. 9 
ftl ':? (t, 01 2 1 , Ol ?~ , f•1 !:'2 , I)': -,, 0' 2 'f, ftt:-' ~, f• 1 :?:~ , r,, .... ~ , •• 1 , ,__. 
(1 , 2~. I Ot 21. I 01. '27, 0 '\ 27' (t\ '27' ft 1. 2 8, () 1. 2 A' 0 1 7'8' () 1 :?8 ' I) 1 :' B 
o 1 2 R, n 1 2 A, 0 1 2 o 1 ~· , 1 2:1, o 1 ~: n, 1•1 :? 11, 111. ·:-- 7, l't 1 ~- 1, n1 :-· 7. l' t :- ~ 
01 26 o 01 2 to I (1 1 2 5o Q 1 ~5 I 01 2 4 o 0 \ :? 4 I I) 1 2 ' o 0 l 2 L I (I \ '2 ~ o V \ :• \ 
01 ';!t) , (•1. , .-, , (J' 1'i , 1) 1111, "' ' 17 , 01 1 h , 011" , ,,,, 4, t' t1., "3 , 01 1 : 
(1 111 t 0 \ 1.0 1 {J1, (t9 1 I) \ ft7 t 1)\(11-.. 1 (11t)~t (t \ (14 f 01. (17 f fl\ II 1, Oi) '? 'f 
00'11l, 00 'i7 , 1)0'~5, (J(t'f't, (J (t'?~· , Oit'/' , t)tJA•i , t"t(l87, 0081.) 1 (tttR.4 
OOA2, 008 1 1 0(179 , 0077, (J075 1 01171 , ~>07 ?. 1 oo ~ n , 001.~ , 0<.11 '' 
00~4 , {)(t/>2 , 0\t i,O , ftft~n, t'tft5 .4:- , (10~ 4, ftlt C\:-· , tit't~O, t't(t ~ B, t'ttt4 J, 
00 44, 00 4 7 , 0040,00~7 , 0015 , 0f•~3 , 00 J 1,00 ~ 9,00 ?7 ,0 it ~ 4 
oo :·~~ , oo ? t), (10,. n 1 t)u1 :J , •i··· 1.. ~ . t'.•"'' 1, '"''"' '' , r~~·•n7, ~,~.-,o4 ~ •iu,·, ; 
(J 0 '·' 0 ' - ( I 0 2 ' . 0 I) 4 I - ... ft7 , - I) (19 ' . t) 1. '\ ' - II\ '3' - (1 1 I_ , , - ti '\ A' - ti ..... : ti 
-0 ?.7 , - 0 24, - 077, · (12 '11 -03 1., - ftl ") , - t't 'c;;· , -(1\7 1 - U4 f l 1 - LI'+ :-1 
-0114, -0 4 6 , -04 A, - 050 , -052 1 - 054, · 1151 . , - <)~8 1 - 01.1) , - <)'. 2 
-OlJ4, -060 , -- ObO , -070 , -lt7 ."' , - tt 7'1 , - ft7~ , -ft77, -t't?·t , - f t l! ' 
-(I A'i, -(184 1 - 0111-o , -087 , -t tft 9 , -t)9 \ 1 - O·i' :? , - c'l 9 4, - 095 , -(t·=i 7 
-0·111 , .. 09·7 , - 1 it1. 1 - 10 ;• , - 1utt, - 1t't~ 1 - 1•'11_, , 111 7 1 '\11'1 1 - 11t.t 
- t 1 \ I - 1. 1 7 I - t 1 :l, - 11 4 I - 1 1 5 • 11 I. I • , ' 7 . - ' ~ ~ • , 1 '1 • • l l 'I 
- t ?O , - 1 ?.1. , - 12 2 , - 1 22, - 1 /1, - 1 ? tf, - 1 / 4, - 1 /. ~, - ~. L:" , · 1 :; !J 
-126, - l.2b 1 - 1 7.7 , - l 27,-1?7 , ·1.2f1 1 - \ 2A , - \ 2A 1 · \ ~0 , - t 2R 
co 
~ 
SCENE_FLI GHT _ S t nllt.ATOR_ GRA Pill C 5 PAGF. b 
282 00 2854 FF7F 
281 00'2 868 FFRl 
~84 0 0 28 7C FF87 
2 8 ~ 007 8 '7 0 FF 90 
78 t. 0 0 28A4 fr 9 0 
'2 8 7 O•J"A H8 FI'AO 
78 8 007 8CC HBF 
789 002 RF. O FI'03 
:?90 00"8 F4 FF£9 
2'7l oo:? ·io ll oono 
29~ oo~·Hc vn 16 
29 1 Ol•2'73(o 002C 
79 '+ 0029 44 00 4 0 
29~ 002-?~ R O<l~7 
29 t. Oll296C 001,2 
297 no:? no o)l)l, f 
7''8 1)0799 '+ 1)(17 8 
2 .. n 002'f AO 007 F. 




30 '+ 00 3000 2f7C0000 1000 START 
3 05 0 03006 2 R7C000 1 00 11 
306 
307 00300 C 4 239 000 1000 1 
308 00 1 0 12 11FC004 0 
000 1000 1 
1 01 0 01 01A t1FCno~n 
OO •l1000 1 
3 10 00 1 027 11FC 007 1 
11()0 \ l)(ll)f 
Jt1 00302 A 11FCOO FF 
oro01(1(1(J 5 
11 2 003032 11FCOOFF 
000 1 0007 
1l~ 
3 14 00303 A t.10flOC FA 
3 15 00101E 4 27 81 040 
3 16 0030 '+ 2 '+ 27A 1 04A 
1 1 7 00104~ '+ 278 104( 
318 0030 4A 4 278 1 0~'+ 
3 \ 7 ro03 •) '+ E 4 2 70 1 11~1;. 
370 00 3 052 4 278 1 050 
32 1 
377 oo3ost. 3o3conoo 
1?1 00305A ~ 1 00fl 4 (8 
3 2 '+ 00305 F. 303(0000 
3 25 00 3 06 2 6 1000 4CO 
3 26 
3:? 7 00 3 066 30JCO Ot R 
3? 11 OOl~~ A 6 1 000 4 RH 
3 '2 ''1 OrJ30t .r. ::OOlCO<H 1 
3 3 0 ou 3072 ~ 1 000 48 0 
33 1 
oc.w 




Ill' . 1-1 













- 1 2 B , - \ 2 8 , - 1 2 8 , - 1 :? 8 , - 1 7 ~ , - l 2 7 , - t 2 7, - t 'i 7 , - t 2 7 , - 1 7 1· 
· 1 21, , ·· \ 21, , - 1 7.5 , -· 1 2~ , - 124, - 1 24 , - \ 23 , ·· 1 ?2 , - 122 , - 1?1 
- 1 20 , - 1 \ 9 , -· 1. \ 9 , - 1 1 R, - U 7, - I 1 b , - 1 1 ~ , 1 1 4, - \13 , · U :' 
- 1 t t, -u o, - t o·; , - l o7 , - 1 o;, , - 1 o:J , ·1<•4 , - t o <, . , 111 , - o:o ·;·; 
.. 098 , · 097, - 095 , -09 4 , - 092 , · (r9 t, - 0A9, - n£17 , · O~f. , - o·oH4 
~ nA:-~ , · 0 0'\, - 07·7 , - 077 , · 075 , _ ,.,7~, -07 2 , . r, 7n , -(~o'·dt , _,,,, ,) 
- 0 ~~ "' , - (16 2 , - 0 6 0 , - 0 ~ 8 , - (15 b , - (15 4 , - 0 ~ 2 , - (t ~ 0 , - 04 A , - 0 '+ 1-. 
-n 44, -·0 4 2 , - o 4o , -o:n , -0 35 , -01 1 , -011 , .,., :> ?, -o77 , -··~· 4 
. o 2 2 , - o 2 <• , -o 1 a , - •l 1 t. , - o t 3 , - •J '- t , - o o 9 , - o .-. 7 , -- en> 4 , - o ,·, 2 
onoo , ooo ~ , non4 , 0007 , on~ ·?,no, t, Oo11 , 00~t · , nn , ll,GO ~ O 
no ?? ,n o~ 4, 0027 , 0029 , 0011 , 0033 , 0035 , 0n37,~n q n,~o4 2 
0044, 00 4 ~,00 4 A , 0050 , ~052 , 005 4 ,00~ l> , OO~O , f•i, b 0 1 i,0 !~7 
on&4, 00&6 , 006 A, 007D , 00 7 2 , 0~73 ,0 075 , o077,007 9 , 00Rt 
00 0 2 , 00 04 ,nO A & , OO A 7 , DO A ? , D0'71 , 00? 2 ,nn74 , 001~,0017 
00 9 8 1 0099 0 0 t 0 I 0 01 07 1 0 104 1 I) 1 05 0 0\ Of, 0 01 lo7 0 I)\ o) <;· 0 II 11•-, 
01 11 I Q 1 1 ~ O 01 1 3 O I) 1 l 4 O 0 1 \~ I () 1 1 I, o t lj 1 7 O (1 1 1 0 I t o j \ .·, 0 I I 1 1 .·, 
0 I 7 0 0 (1 \ 2 1 0 0 \ 2 L I 0 1 2 2 o 0 1 :'"\ 0 (I \ 7 '+ o (I\ 2 4 0 01 ?~ 0 (11 ?:" 0 (o1 E t• 
il l ? b , 01.26 , 0 127, (J1 77 , 0127 , 0 120,01 711,01 ?n, o)l :>n , (J1 ~· n 
0 1 2 0 
o nr. nono 
MOVr A. I. .,\ OOO ,A7 
MOVF.A.L tPADR , A4 
C:I. R.B PGC R 
nOVE. B t ~40, PGC R 
nOVF:.B t~ &O ,P GC R 
MOVE . A 117\ ,PR CR 
MOV E.B t~ FF ,PADDR 
nOV E. B t~rF,PBDDR 
RSR AT C_ TI'fl 
CUL W PI PER_)' 
ClR . W P! PER_Y 
CJ. R. W PJPE ll _l. 
CL R.W . AT r. _X 
CJ. ll .W ATC: _V 





t OO , DO 
PAll_O II T 
lt OO , TIO 
PA R_O IIT 
nOVE.W t 27 ,D O 
BSR PA R_OUT 
novF.. w tn, no 
BSR PAR _OIIT 
t NTTTA I. I ZE STAC~ POTNTf.R 
A4 IS OIJT PIJT nnrrr. l! POI NTER 
Tl'fT T TA I. TZf. PA RAII.f.l. I 10 C: IITP 
sn nonr 
ENA BI .E OPF RAT TO N 
SE T SII HMOOr. 
S l:T PO RT A TO OIIT PIIT 
SET PO RT 8 TO OUTPUT 
IN TT!AI.l:':f 1'11AT HJT(' IJ 
II OMTNG Sf.O II r. NCF. FOR Gil \.0 11MAN O MA C. II TNF 
Sf.T I.! NI : S f:Gt1 f. NT 11 00F. 
332 0030 76 3 03C00 1B SCENERA nOVE.W t 27 ,00 C:I.E AR HOTII SC REE NS 
<0 
c.n 
SCENE_ FL 1 GilT_ S 1111li.ATOR _ G llAPIII C :> 
333 00307A b10004A8 BSR 
134 00307E 303COOOC 110VF..W 
335 003082 610u04AO 11SR 
33~ 0030R~ 103C0 01B 11 0VE .W 
337 00308 A b1000498 kf.R 
31A OOlOBE 303C0010 11 f\VF.. W 
339 00]0Q2 61000490 H ~ R 
340 001096 301CORlB 11<1VE. W 
341 00309A b1000 488 Is-> R 
147 00109E 103COOOC 11<1'/F.. w 
343 003(• A2 1·10004HO Bf, lt 
34 4 
345 OR30 A6 3A3C0038 110VF..W 
346 
347 OOJOAA 4278lb32 C l.IL W 
14R OOlRAE 4 ~7 81614 CJ.R. W 
349 00308~ 427R1b3b CLR .W 
350 
;\51 0030Rb ~ · lOO(•CAb LPJN: ll:OR 
352 OOlORA 447Rtn1E NloG. W 
353 ORJOBF. 44781020 NF.G.W 
154 
355 R030C7 OR3R00051024 LPl: HST 
156 0010C8 670001hE Rf.O 
157 0030CC 047ROOR 41 022 SIJB .W 
350 001002 4A781U 2~ T'iT. W 
359 OOJOflb bCOODOOO k(; f : 
160 0010DA 0&7801&13102 7 AI!O. W 
361 0030E<i ~·1 00049C fiF:AOOK: BSR 
36 ? 1)010F.4 61<~0•i52 A P. :i R 
363 0030EB 3lF01048104E 110VE.W 
364 OOJOEE l1FR10 4A1 0~0 11 n v " .w 
3b5 0030F4 31FR1R4C 1 0~2 II(•V f.. W 
366 ODlUF A 427810•8 CLR .f.l 
367 OOJOFE 4 778 104A CI.R.W 
16B 00110 7 4278104C CJ.R.W 
3~9 00310t 70 7C0000l4~b 11 0Vf .• L 
370 00"!101": 2'J7C: •·•o (lt)1 UIJA 11<W F..I. 
371 (•0311~ 310A1 02 A LIIP1 :'>(): 110VE.W 
172 00 3116 310131<• /C 110V £.W 
373 003 11A JlOR107E 110Vf.. f.l 
374 ~<0311E l10tltO 'O II OVE .W 
375 00Jl2c 31DA1037 IIOVE.W 
376 oo11 ?6 11Dn10J4 110VF..W 
377 0031 2A ~1000:'>911 BSR 
378 00312~ l0l~ 1 0lh 11 0VE .W 
379 003137 fl07f.1 1)4f. AOD.W 
1130 O•l1t 16 1i.C•i 110VF..W 
381. 0031:':8 30301031'1 IIOVE.W 
3B2 00ll1f. D07B1050 AOD.W 
383 00314(• 32C•) IIOVE . W 
184 <)0314 ! 3<:•31J1f• 3A 110VF..W 
385 OOl!ot Ou7R1057 AOD.W 
186 00l14A 1 2CO 110VE.W 
387 003l4C 30J8103C IIOVE.W 
380 0011,0 D078104E ADO.W 
PAR_OIIT 
li1 2 ,DO 
PAR_OIIT 





















s 111 _r.o:; 
F.l.f.11ENT5 
PJPr.R _X,PTf.IIP_X 
PTPf.R_Y, PTIOI1P _Y 




tCt ~ O,AO 
•r:l ~ioRIIF, A1 
I 1\R I 1, I•T:RII_XS 
IAO)t,PER11 . Y:i 
I AI) I', l'f:RI1_7 S 
IM•I•,PEilii _Xr·: 
1A l• )1 1 l'ERM _YT; 
IA 0lt,PER I1 _?C 
TRANSLATE _AND_ROTATE 
xs_ w, oo 
PTEI1P_X,Illl 
no, 1 All • 
YS .. :lfl, DO 
PTF.I1P_Y,DD 
no, 1 All • 
zs_ln ,nn 
I'TFIII' .. Z, 00 
OO,IA11t 
xr._ :m, no 
PTF.HP_x,no 
PAGE 
5WlTf.ll TO OTIIF.R SCREEN 
CLEAR TilE SECO ND SCRCE N 
05 JS FIJLI. - r.RAf>f. rOHNTf:R EVF.R Y 10 SCF. NF. S 
lNITIAI.l ZE F.RASE ROIJTINF. VAHTARLES 
Sf:T TO SC RF.F:N (1 
GET PIPF:l! XY ~ PHH 
SF-P. tf w~ ~rP \C'o~Jng o ut ot the C:TDwPr 
~~tup ~1nco~ co ns tants for elPm~nt calc 
Sav~ the ~ trpl a nP pnsttton 
H: o t.:ttt:"' t)LP i\ 1Y O tlt;Ln0 ~ \'.0111 tt<; aXIS 
n~t I lnP f O r 1 ' r~n c lat~_ro1~t~ 
S.Jvo? th~ rnt 1 t~ .1 ltn ,., .tn r. 1 '=i(1t1\JF 
Tr .':l n c:-,j~ t. r.o .:t trpJ .-, r. P tr.to r·-.=tl Y.I Cl rl.d 
co 
Q) 
SCENE_FLIGHT_SINULATOR_GRAPHICS PAGE ~ 
389 003154 32CO NOVE.W 00, (A1 H 
390 00 3156 3038103£ NOV!:. W VE_3D 1 DO 
391 00315A D078t050 AOD.W PTENP_Y,DO 
39? 00315£ 37CO PI OVF..W no, (fltl+ 
393 00]160 30381040 11 0VE. W ~E _ lo,no 
394 00,1b4 n07B1052 AIJD.W f•TENP _z , no 
3'15 003,6:1 3 :!CO 11 <lVt-:. W n•I,(A1>+ 
396 003lbA B1FC0000158 2 CMP.L t C,S OE ,A<l 
197 001170 bi'AO RLE.S I.llPt:;o 
398 003172 31FB104El04B PI OVF. .W I'TJ:NP _X,PIPF.R_X j R~st~rP planp pn~1l 1o n 
3't ' i 00 l t 7tl 3 ' 1'810501 04A MOVE. W l'TEHP ~ Y, P lt'EI1_ Y 
400 00317£ 31FB1052104C NOVf. W P1'F:NP _z , PI PER_Z 
401 001HI4 3038,0411 1'1 0\IE. W PJPF.R_X,JJI) ;finrt di~t~nrp of airp\~n• tn CT 
402 003,BA 907 R158E SIJ R.W CTO WFR _X,D<l 
4 01 003,AC 11CR10~7 l1 0 VE.W Jlt), X JJ I ·>·r 
404 (1•13190 4A40 rq.w DO 
405 003,12 i,C000004 BilE C:TXOK 
406 0•1ll9i· 4'14 0 NF.G .W IJU 
40 7 00 H9B 31C0105F. CTXOK: l1 0VE .W n11, CT _nl5T 2D 
'l <lR 
4 ~9 00 l 19C 3038104C PIOVJ:.W I'TPFR _Z,OO 
4' 0 OO J 1AO 1078 15'12 S IIIL W C:TOWER_Z,IJO 
411 Oll31 A4 31C01 Ot..6 MOVF..W IIO, ZOIST 
412 0031AB 4A40 T '~T. W no 
413 0031AA t.C00000 4 RGE C:TZO K 
414 003,AE 4'140 Nl'!l.~ J](l cO 
'115 003th0 D17R105E CT?.OK: Aflfl.W !JfJ, CT _DIST20 ~ 
411, 00 3 ,P.4 3'F8105F.I05A l10Vf:.W CT_O!ST2n,~T_OTSTlfl 
417 00318A EOF8105A ~SR.W H,CT_OI!lTlD 
4111 
419 00l1RE 3030104A 110Vf:. W PJPF.R _Y,D O 
4 20 OfJJ1C2 '107R15 ·in SliP.. W C:TOJ.li':I!_Y,IlO 
~ 21 O•l1 1 C& 31C010t.4 MOVF:. W 00, Y!JIST 
4~ 2 001,CA 4A40 TTf . W 00 
4 :? 3 0031 CC (.C00•)004 AGE CTYOK 
4 2 4 oo" no 444•) Nf.!l. J.l J)tl 
'17~ 00~10 ? 017~l05A CTYOK: AOD.W ll•l, CT _D!ST3D 
4 2(, 
477 00310~ 303B10~7 MOVE. W XOIST,DO 
4 28 0011DA 40C O F.XT.J. 01) 
4 ~9 O•l31 DC r.r8o AS I .. L 1 7 ,00 
430 OO "HllE :llFA105!' nrv s cr _Of s r 2n , no 
431 0(131 F:2 "COl (J"O MOVE.W n(•, S JNfl 
412 001,£~ 1018101,6 l10VE.W 7.0TST,DO 
433 0031EA 4RCO F.XT.L 0 0 
414 003HC l;Fill• AS!.. 1: 11, no 
4l5 0031~F. BtFBl05J: OlVS CT_fllST20,DO 
43 ~ 003,F2 31C0100A l10VE.W 0•), COSII 
437 
438 OOllF~ 30381064 PIOVE.W VDIST,DO 
41 'i 003HA 4(JC0 EX'r.J. 00 
440 0•)31 r r FFAO ASL.J. t7,00 
44, 0(1 31 FE 4'1 (]1) NP.G.l. nr. 
447 00]700 R1FR105A DIVS CT_O!ST30,DO 
44J 001?0'1 .ltC:01000 NOVE.W OO,!l!NP 
444 003?08 3038105£ NOVE.W CT_DIST2D,DO 
'>C ENE_ Fl.I GilT_ 5 I !'IIlLA TOR_ GilA Pill C;, PA<JE 9 
H5 00320C 4RCO EXT. I. no 
44£> 00320E EFAO A!il.. l. 47 ,00 
447 003 210 R\FR105A fiJVS CT . DTST3D 1 DO 
440 003214 31C01002 I'I OV".W oo,r.osr 
449 
450 003718 427R1004 CLk.W S INH 
451. 00321C 31FCOOR0100h !'lOVE. W 4l 21l 1 COSP. 
452 
453 003272 31FB15BC104A 110VE.W CTOWF.R_X,PIPER _X 
454 00372 8 31Fnt5901 0 4A 110VE.W CTOWER_Y,PIPER . Y 
q55 003 22 F. 31F81592104C I'IOVE.W tTO WER_ Z,PIPER_ Z 
45 1, 
457 003234 bOOOOOOb RRA GETHE 
458 00323ij 61000144 NOCT : BSR SI N_CO:l 
459 00323C 61000302 GETtLE: &Sf! J:J.CHF.NTS 
4h0 
461 003240 4A781.636 TST. W SCRNrtG SF:F. WHI CH SrREI: N WA S lA ST WRJTTI:N 
4 b2 (103244 6 7(t(J (IIIj 2 REO F.RAI1TN1 
463 003748 4A701bl2 ERARTNO TST . W F:RIIf:NDO SF.: F. IF ANYTHING I S l.N HUFFER 0 
4h4 0U] 2 4C h700009b ll F.<) St:PEUA 
4~5 003 250 3A7Clb38 J1 0VF;A . W tERARliFO, AS AS HOI os ADDkt ~.s or BurrrR <"1 
'ibt 
4t7 0~3 ~ 54 301C001R J10VL W • :'7 ' 110 SET GRAPHIC ~. IJNIT TO J.JNE ERASE MOTH; 
46R 00325A 6l0001CA I< :ill PAU _OliT 
469 oo12sc JOJrnoon J1 0VL W 11 ] ,00 
470 OOJ~hO ~1000 2 C2 R ~-; n PAR _Otl'r 
1171. •JC112t.4 J03C00fl3 J1(1VE. W . , , )10 I!F;SET I'II:I'I ClllV co 
472 001 ~ ~8 b1U(t~2~ A H·i tl PAil _O IJT QO 
473 00l2~C 303CR01R 11 ovr.. w • 'l -1 t JJfl l'J.OT J100C W J Til Ill. II 
474 003770 hlOOO,BJ R~l H I'AR _OII"r 
1175 003 27 4 :l01C001D J1(1VI;.W • '• 9 I DO 
<+7 6 IJ0127il h1<"~>~>).' AA fl ·; n PAjl _owr 
477 
47& O•ilnC 30\D Ef.(I(JPO I'IOVF..W IA SH ,OO SJ'NO AY1TS TIIAT JIAVf: AI.HAOY RHN J10TlTfiEO 
47? nnl~7E ~ 1 0HO~ A4 RJ)fl PA!l_OIIT 
490 (103 28? BAFA1~1 ? CJ1PA.W EIIAF.ND0 1 A5 Tf: ST ron LA ST AVTE 
4A1 oo!:·n•, t.nr•• AJ.T F.II)OPI) 
49 ~ ool?PB JOJrrrrr J10VE.W t 1· rrrr, 11 0 l.f'AVf. ALII PI.OT MOnt 
433 OOl?OC b1R002~b RSI> PAfi_OIJT 
484 003~90 4 ~7R1612 C:l.ll. w UIAENOO INDI CATT; TJIAT RIJrJ r:R I ~; NOW EMPTY 
4Q5 0012q4 bR00004F. llRA SKPERA 
4H6 
4~7 003~9 A 4A 7R l ~3 4 ERARTN1 TST.W ERAf:ND1 sr.E lF 1\NVTIIING 1!. J N BIIFFF.:R 
41lA oo ·,·:;r. h7<in01•4b !lEO SKPEilA 
489 0032AO 3A7ClE3A 110VEA.W tJ:RARlii'1 1 A5 A ~• 1101.0 !1 ADDkFSS OJ' fliJFFf.R 1 
47 (1 
491 •>•ll2A4 303C001 A I'IOVE.' W 4 7"1 ,0 0 SET GH APJIT \.!i lJNTT TO 1.1 Nf. r.RASf. MODI: 
47 2 003? AB 6t000 27 A RSll PAR_OIJT 
493 0032AC 301COOOO 110VE.W .,:;,no 
494 003 ? RO 6 1000 27~ B!lR PAH_OIIT 
495 0017R4 ~03CD003 110VE.W t3,DO Rf.SET 11T:M OHY 
4 q~ Ofi3~Rn b'Ono,~,A RSR PAR_ OIJ"f 
4'17 OOl?RC 303CO(t1 R 110VE.W t 77 ' f)(l PI (11' MOO F. loll Til Alii 
49A 003~CO bliii>O'it, ·i ~ BSR PAR_OliT 499 Ou37C4 30"iCOO' 0 110VE.W 129,00 
500 0032Cil hlOR0 25A BSB PAR_OliT 
SCENE_ FLl GilT_ 5 I 11liLATOR_GRA P II I C S PA GF. 10 
50! 
50 2 0032CC 3 0 \0 l'I.OOPl MOVE. II 1 A5 1 +,no SEND BYTE S THAT HAV E AI .REAOV RF.EN 1100JFJED 
50 3 00 3 2C E 6 \ 00025 4 ll"i ll PAll _OIIT 
50 4 0032 0 2 BAFR1 b3 4 f. I1PA.II f:RA I: NOI,A 5 TFS T FOB LA ST BYTE 
5 0:3 0032 0 ~> 60 F4 fl l ." t' 1'1. 00P 1 
SOb 003708 303C FFFF 11 0VE. II tH'I'f' F , OO I.F. AVE AL II PJ .OT 11 0DE 
50 7 0032~C 6!0002 46 A:lt? PA R_ OIIT 
SO B 003?EO 4 77 81 63 4 r. t. R. II EHA END! l NOU-: AT f. TH AT Ti lJ FFEH TS NOW EI1PTV 
50 '1 
Sl.O 00321: 4 46 781 636 SKI'F RA NOT. II ~.C RN F J. (; t.OG Tf.AJ LV S II JTrfl SCHF:E N!: 
:3 11 
5 1 2 0032£ 8 4 278159 A CL R. II LJ NF.C NT l NTTT AI. I ZE LI NE f.O IJN TI: Tl 
513 0032 EC 4 2 78\ 59~ CLR.II OATA PTR TNTT I A!..I 7.., DATA P()J NTEll 
514 
5 15 0032 FO 4A78 1bJ6 TS T. II sr. ~NF LG DFT FRI1TN E WH IC H SrREE N IS AROIJT TO RE WR ITTEN 
51 6 0 032 F4 6600000 A RNE EP. !l t' 1 
5 17 003~ F8 3A 7 f.1 ~3 B M()VF. A. II t ERA RII FO, AS A5 Jl fl i. [JS AD DRESS OF Sf.Rr.J: N ft RIJFF'F:R 
~ IB 0032Fr. 60000006 P.II A EP. II J'GO 
~ 1 9 003700 3 A7CtE3B t RUF1 11 0 Vf.A . II tr:R AF: IIF'\ , A:'i A:'i JI OI.JtS AOTJRt::SS Of SCftUN \ RIJFFF.R 
5 20 00'131) ~ 111 ' Cf")' n ER IJF GO M0 Vt:. lol t ?·l , flO ENTT:R N0 RI1 41. 1. TNE PLOT 11 ()1)1' 
5? 1 •)0T30fl ' · l \!002 \A RSR I' AR _O IIT 
s:-·'i 
523 l)t)33(•r. 3u7Rt59A J. P3 MOVF. A.W DATAPTTI , AO SET li P F()R f. AI. I. TO Gr: T _OATA 
5?4 (HJl3 1 (1 '=" ' t)tHJ ? :· ~ F;Gft GE T _OATA 
575 003 '114 31t& \ 5 q A M1lV T:. II AO, JJAT APTR 
5~b r.o 
~27 0033 18 5 270 1Si A AOD. II t1, LINECNT 1 Nr. ki' MJ: NT '-I NJ: C()IJ NT ER r.o 
:5 2 8 
579 00331C b 10003 AR B ~i R TftAN SI.AT F._ AND _kOT ATE 
~ .- ·l 
53 1 0033 ?0 IJ 1 00057 E HS R fi.! PPJ NG CALL r.JlPI'l~ f, 
5 , ,-. 
5'3 on337 4 4 A78 107 A TS T.II PkO.TEC1' t·l!O.T[:rT TJJ r. 1.1 Nr: rr TilL r.nnr. ! C. ~ () N -:':F.RO 
51 ~ 0013 20 iJ?I)(JI)II .l A REO NOP no.r F. I. ~1 E, no N· T rn!l .rr.cr lT 
535 
~36 00337C 3rt3A t Ob A OKI' RO .T r~ o v r. .w vs /fJ ,JJO ~; T'T liP J'Ok C: AJ.J. TO PAR _O IIT 
517 00 11V• fJI. 4 ilfJltH• /\00 '. 1.1 
• -~·' J)ft ADD 011 t,; t N or,·: , ~ r 5 38 01)133 4 3 Af.(o 11 0VE .II [) (I , ( A ~· ) . !.~V f : f'()lt LATrk T:RA :. J: 
5 3i 00'1llb ~1UOO,EC p,<; ll PAH_OIJ'r 
5 4 0 00 33J A )03 Al 0~0 MOVE. II XS _ FFJ, DO 
5 41 01•'>111: t) b <+ iJ>) , f'-1 AllD I . II •~o~, no /\011 fl lllGI N Ori'St~T 
5 4 2 003'14 :~ :I ACO 11 0 VJ:. II no, 1 A 51+ 
543 00!3<+ 4 b1000 10E BSR l' All_O IJ'r 
5 44 
5 45 00 3348 303 Al 06F: 110VF..II Yf:_ 20 1 JJO 
5 4& 00134C tlb 4 0rtl80 AOD.l .W • ,,, .' J)(J 
5 47 l;n3 ;'.51) 3AC" 110V E.' II T10, I A~ l i 
5 <+ U 0033~2 &, OUO l DD P. SR PA!l _ll ll 'f 
5 49 003356 3038 1 0bC 110VE.II xr:_z n, no 
550 OD31 5 A Ob 4 UO t F~ AOD.l.l.l t 5o~ , no 
5~ 1. 1;01351: 3 AC:I) 110V E.W fJ O, I A ~ )+ 
55 2 DOJJ~n 6 l QOu , C2 RS !l PA il_O UT 
553 
55 ~ 0033'-4 OB3H000~ 1 02 4 NOPROJ l!TST 11 -i , S W _~iT AT E C. IJ J:CK F' llk CTMOOt 
555 001 3 ~ A ~7000UhC BF.O NOPJ! (),f1 
5Sb 00 336f. OC7 000 4015 9 A C:I1P I. W 1 77 ,T.INECNT TEST r OR J.AST LI N ~ Of ORJtr T 
'iC EN F._ fl 1 •>liT _ S I !11JLATOR _ GRA Pill C :i PAGE l. 1 
557 003374 60000008 RRA NOPRO.T2 
558 003178 OC78007.F159A NOPROJ~ C:HP!. W t4 7, 1.1 NF.CNT TEST FOR l.AST LINE 01' OR .TCC:T 
559 
St.Q 00337F. 6D8C NOPROJ 2 RJ.T Lf'3 
561 
5b2 003380 b1000038 ~SR IIOR17.0N 
563 
564 003384 4A781636 TST.W SCRNI'I..G !JETERI'I!NE WII!CH SCREEN WF. IIAVF. .llf ~: T WRJTTf.N 
565 00318S 6b00000A EN E EliAAOl 
5b6 00338C 3\CDl b3 2 110VE. W AS ,l:RAF.NDO tRAENOO HOLDS TIIF. ADDRE SS Of ONf WORD PA ST 
Sbl • TilE LA ST WORD IN TilE 11 RIWI'Etl 
568 003390 60000006 BRA ERADGO 
569 00~394 31CD\b34 ERAAD1 110VF..W AS, F.RAEND1 t:RALND1 IIOI.IIS ADDRE SS OF' ONF. WORD PAST 
:'5 70 • THE LAST EYTE IN TilE 1 P.IW rr.11 
571. 0033 '~8 4F.71 ERAIIGO NOP 
5 7~· 
573 
574 ooJ39A JoJcrrrr I'IOVF..W t~FFFF,DO l.F.AVF: PJ.OT 110DE 
5 75 0 0 ll1 E b l~0 0 104 P.SR PAR_OIJT 
571·· 0033A:? 3tt1CO<H h 110VF.. W ·:~ 7 ' fill Sloll TCII PAGF.f; 
S'l7 00~3A b 1) 1 !"t0 0 ~ 7 C R:ill I'AR_OII'f 
578 tt0 33AA "101Cl1 0 t0 110VF..W ., 6, fl(• 
5 79 0 03 3AF. 6 1 00 01 14 A:.tl PA!l _OIIT 
580 
581 0033R7 5RCDFD02 ORI1I llS,l.PIN r:vr.RY 111 SC:RU:N f. BRAN CII TO ~: C r.NF. · ERP.SF. t-" Sri 2 0 
583 0<)3386 /.OO<l f'ChE Iii< A !iCENF.RA 0 
584 
5B:J • IJ(!R I ZON S liB ROUTINE 
SAl> 
5B7 0033BA 2FOO HOR17.0N 110VF..J. no, · c :, p 1 
5 ~•1 onr1P.c 2Ff<l t1 0 VI; . I. 111, .. ( SP I 
589 O<J33RF. Lf OS 110VF.. l. IJ ~• , .. ( SP I 
59•1 
5 ''il 0033C:O 423fi1.08R CJ.k.lt TOPFLG Of'f f.C RF:f.N C: IIF.C:K f'I.A GS 
59 2 003JC4 4 2 lA1fl8~ C:LR.B IIOTF!.<> 
5 ·B 
594 OO ~DC8 "IAI19 I'IOVF..J. 114,fl5 n~) TS AR I 1'1111J:TT.C !.JI J rT COIINTrTI 
595 0 033C: A ]1-.:i fl l(J(I(J HOVF..W :> rNr, no FTN/l Y I' 
591, 00 "< 3CF.: 118 C: O E:XT. f. fl(l 
517 OO~lll 0 C1FC01F~ 11111.5 11 :" 04,110 
598 011)]1)4 4A "t R1 Of<? TST . W C:O!>P 1'T: S1 r oll zr.r.o 
579 0 0 11/lO b 7 0 ~ 00 0 ~ AF.O r. t: 1 p, II' J T J ~~ ' P!tf.'Tf.Nfl l T '~l 
t .oo 0•133Dr B1f'B1•i •)2 [JJVS COf,P,fiO 
601 OOTlF.O 31C:Ol 0 7C SY.lt'l 110VE.W 0•1, y p VP = ( fl TNP•:-l1 '? ) tr l>!i P 
60 2 
~03 0033[4 3 038\004 11ovr.:w SINH, DO T'INil YF! 
604 !J 0 13f.ll 4tiCO F.XT.l. no 
605 0033EA C:1FC OlFB 11liLS t504,1l0 
bOb OOJJEF. 4A7A100b TST.II COSH Tf.ST FOR ZERO 
607 0033F2 t700000R Bf.Q Sl. l P2 1 r 11' Jr., Pftl:Tf.Nil 1T ' s 1 
&On 0~<111'6 81 FAl C•0 6 DlVS COSP., 00 
609 0 033fA 4440 NEG. II TJ() 
610 0013FC: 31C: Ot07E SKIP~ 110VF..W Dn,YP. Yll = I :11NP.• :11 ? <1(11:111 
611 003400 4A4(J TST.W DO 
612 003402 6600000A BNE YROJ( 
SCENE_FllGHT_SIMULATOR _GRAPHlCS PAGF. 1 :i 
613 003406 31FC0001107E MOVF..W It, VB 
b14 
b15 00340C 303R107C YBOK: MOVF..W YI',DO COMPUTE YTOTT. I Y·· TOTAI. - LEFT I 
616 003410 q07Rt07F. 5Uil.W YB,DO 
617 003414 31C010BO PIOVL. W TJ•) , YTOTL 
611! 
b19 003418 J038t07C MO'IF . W Vf',DO CO MPIJTF. VTOTR IY - TOTAL RI GH TI 
620 00341C D07Al07E ADD.W vr.,nn 
b71 003420 31C010A2 MOVf..W JJO,VTOTR 
6?2 
b23 003424 31FCFF.0710A4 MOVE. W t - ~04,XTOTL Sf.T DEFAULT VALUE o r X· TOTAI. · l.EFT 
6 24 00342A 3\FC01F810Hb IIOVF..W 1504,XTOTR SET DE>'AUJ.'I' V/\LIIE OF Y ·TOTAl. ·H.lG HT 
6 ~ ~ 
~2~ 003430 OC78017F!OA2 CMP I. W t "?oiJJ , VTOTR CHECK TO SEE IF RIGHT SIDf. I S TOO HIGH 
627 003436 6F000074 lli.R St:IPJ 
t-29 
6?9 00343A 303C017F MOVF.W ~ -~B3, no I'IJS H_RJGHT _POINT _fJO WN_fiOIIT!NE 
630 00343E q078107C 'l llll.W vr,no 
1-31 003442 4flCO I:XT.l no 
63~· 1103•H4 C1 FC01 Fil Mlll. !i li504,DO 
63 3 003 448 A1l'R107E lliVS V H, 110 
614 00344C 11C010A6 IIOVE.Iol JJfo, XTOTR XTOTR=I I~A4 · VP 1 t 5\ 2 1 1 VH 
t -35 
~Jb 003450 3tFC017Fl082 MOVE.W t:IBJ,YTOTR V- RI GHT I S AT TOP or SCREF N 
6:0,7 
1-38 0034~b 11FC000110AA MOVE. R tt,TOPFJ.G 
.... 6J•i 0 640 00~4~C OC7RPE&Ol08 ? SKIPJ C MP J. W t ·<•& :l , VTOTR CIIF.CJo. TO SEE If' RIGHT f. llll: l', TOO T.OW .... 
641 00141,? bC OOC•O l 4 RGE !l K JPII 
642 
~43 003466 30JCFFB0 MOVE. W • · 38 :1, no PII SI I_RlG HT _f•OI NT_II P -~ OIITJ NE 
6 44 00346A 907B107C SIJP.. W v r, no 
6 4~ •l034t.r. 48CO tY.T. I. no 
6 46 003470 C\FC01F8 MilL S 450 4,00 
647 00~474 &1F8107E fJJVS VB, DO 
648 003 47 8 31C0 1cllllo MOVE. lol DO,XTOTR '( TOT R = I ( · -;R 4 - V l' I • ~' 1 ~~ I I C V ll - V J• I 
64 '1 
b50 00~47C l 1FCFEB01 0R 7 Movr..w t :~83, VTOTR v ~I(; !IT I G AT BOTTOM or S(RtE N 
651 
6~2 00 348 2 11FC0001 10 ~9 MOVE.ll #l,ROTFI.G 
653 
6~4 OOJ4B8 OC7R017FlO&u SKIP4 CP!f' J. W ll lP.3 ,V1'0Tl. f IIJ:Ct; TO s r; r. 1 r u :rr f> r nr: I S TOO HI GH 
655 0 0348 ~ 6FOfl00 2b lli.E !iK TP ~ 
656 
~57 00349? 4A381 DB& TST.B TOPf'l.G OFr SCREE N CHECK 
650 001 416 6600008 4 BNE I.EAVII 
,.~ ·;. 
'·I·(' 00~14'1A :;fo:,C0 1 7 F MOVE.W 1 3R3 ,DO PIISII_U:fT _!•OINT _T>fo loiN _l<OIITI Nf. 
661 <•D1 4·; f. '10 7111 c) 7C SIJR.W YP,OO 
667 00l4A2 4B CD EXT.L DO 
663 00 34~4 C1FC0 1FA MilLS •so4, no 
~64 OD~4A& B11'R107f. DIVS V H, JJio 
61, 5 iJfJ 34A( "IH.f•1 0f1'1 MOVF..W IIO,XTOTJ. XTOTI. = I C 1114 v p) • :; 'I .· ) I v II 
lobb 
667 003480 3lFC017rlOBO P!OVE.W t:lB3, V1'0Tl. V- UTT I S AT TOP Of' ~ cnr.r N 
6611 












































OO J4CO qA381089 
0034C4 66 000051, 
0034C8 303CFEBO 
0014CC 9070107C 
003 400 4R CO 
001'10:? C1FC01F8 





oo~ qrc 3AC0 
0014E£ 610000J4 
no3 4F 7 30J&t084 
003 4FI, 0h '10 01Fq 
ODJ4FA 3 ACO 
OD14FC 61000026 
00350 0 30381082 




001~ 1 2 Ob400lf·l 
00 ~516 3 ACO 
003510 6\000QOA 
0035l.C 2A1F 
001 ~ 1[ 2 7. 1F 
00~520 70 11' 
00~522 4E 75 
710 003574 <)Al'>(o0o2 
<l001001B 
711 00152~ b l f i;, 
712 OOJ57 E DlBCOOOO 





















SKIP6 110VT:. W 
ADD .!. W 
MOVE. II 
RSR 
11 0 Vf.W 
Ann 1. w 
11 0VF. .W 
R:) ll 
MOVF..W 
ADO I. W 
MOVE. II 
B'lR 
110VE . W 
AD[) J .W 
11 'l VE.W 
RS!l 







. .. 383,110 
YP, 110 
no 
t 5fl 'l, DO 
YI!,DO 
DO,XTOTL 
f .. 383 ,YTOTL 
Y1'0TJ. , DO 
tll14,fl0 
nn , 1 A 51+ 
I'Ali_OII'f 
XTOTI.,DO 
- ~fl:i , fl(l 
IJ O, I A 51+ 
l'AR_OUT 
VTOTR,DO 




t !'iu5 ,no 




( SJ•)-., 11 0 
OFF fiC RF.F.N ~HECK 
PIJSII _I.l: FT _POl NT _Ill' _ROUTINE 
XTOTJ. = I I -·3114 -YP I t 5 1 / I / YR 
V- I.HT IS AT ROTT011 OF SCRE F.N 
SE ND THE VAIIJF. S OIJT THF. PARALI.F.l. PORT 
Ann on rr.rN orrsn 
SAVE FOR LI\TER ~RA S E 
• HR _O liT !i llllROliTINE 5F.NDS THE J.O W ORTJF: R IWR!J OF Jllo CHIT l'HF. I•ARALJ.r.J. 
t POUT 
PAR_OIJT BT ST.B t 7,PS R 
REO PAll _ntl'f 
HOVEP.W DO,OIA41 
RT~i 
TE ST TO fiEE 1. F OIITPIJT POR T 1 ~ i LMJ•TY 
~.F: N D TilE WORfl 
t TRANSI.ATE: THIS HACI!O WI!.!. SIJBTRACT ntr: HT'AI. · WORI.TJ COORDPIATf:S Of TilT: 
AIRCRAFTCPJPE!l _X , P.TPF.R _Y, I'!PE!l _Z I Fll0 11 Till : nJ:I\I .· WO!li.Jl , PERMANOH 
COORDINATES OF A POINT .IN TH E IJATAkA !if'. TilT: T!1: ~. 111 TS 1\Rf: I'I.ACF: fl IN 
GTF.I1P, 5TE11P, A Nil t: TEI1P FOil I.ATF.ll Wa: HV TIH' 110 1'1\TI' 11A UI() . 
00 !i HOUI.D kE Pll~ltr: n AND J• OPPt:fl IN TilT: C/\1.1 PI(; ~ .IIR itCJI ITTN f: kl ronr. 














































































PIP"ll_ Z ,OO 
DO,ICTJ:I1P 
PAGE 14 
t kOTATE: Tfi!S 11AC:ll0 1111.!. 11UL1'JT'I.Y Tllr X, Y, AND Z C00Rft iNAiE S or A 
TRAN'll.ATI:Il POINT BY TilE P/\RT!C:IIl.All r.J.EMENT!i 01' Til E TIIAN !i>"OR M/\TTON 
111\TitU IWICil AilE ~. IIPPI.IED IN TilT: CALL. TIIF.SE f'R OOIICTS ARE TIIF:N 
SIIMMF.O IJP TO Y !EI.O TilE VALliE 01' TIIP. llOTATEO COOflOTNATE 1111 U: H 
l!i RF1' tlRNJ:D IN TilE VARI/\IH.f: S PF.CII' If:D IN TilE f:AJ.l.. 
RE!>IIl.T = <iTF.I1t'tTA • STEMPtTA • KTF:MI'tTC 
WIII:RJ: GTEI1P, 5TEI11' 1 AND KTEMP ARE VARIARU:S AND 'J'II,TB, AND TC Aid: 
AR<i1111F.NT:i StlPPJ.1ED IN Tllf. CALI. 
1'11J: SINE/COSINE !iC:ALING f'AC:TOR TIIAT APPEARS IN 1'11T: 1. 001\ ·· IIP TJ\111.1: 
JS RF.I10VF.O IIEIIE . 
!iiNCJ: Till~. MA\.110 WJU. RF. CALI.tD foJX TIHJ:S TN Ol'lJ: !ollllHOIITTNJ:, Till: 
llEtllSTEIIS :lll0111.tl JlE PIJ S IIF.O ANI) POPPF.O IN TIIAT S IJP. I!OIIr! Nt' P.r:l'nflr. 
ANJt AFTJ:R TI!F. <lROIJP Of' SIX CAlLS 1'1l SAVE EXECUTION TIHI:. 
11l 4 SIIOIJI.Il RE Pl.Ar.ED IN n :1 PIIJOH A CALI.. 
ROTATE 11ACRO 
11fiVJ:: . II fiTf.I1P, DO 
111JUi \1, DO 
A!iR. I. n :~. oo ~FHOVE SJNEI ~ fiSTNE SCALI NG fACTClR 
110VJ:. II STF.MP,D1 
MilLS \.' t 1)1 
AS k.L n :~. nt 
MOVE. II ICTEI1P,D2 
1111l.S \ .1, I) ) 
AS R.L {J], 11 2 
ADD. II D2,D1 
ADD. II D1,Dil 
MOVE. II Dll. \4 l 1 4f r <lTE HPtll\1 • ~TEMP tl \21 i KTtMP•I \31 
ENDI1 
t llt . DO_ASR7: THIS MACRO WILL EFTF:CT A -, . HIT AltlTIIHf:TIC RIGIIT S lll f T 
t TIIR011Gil ' TilE 1.011EU Ill) flO 01' 01 ANO Tilt' I.ONiiiWfiiJ 1l11 
ll1_D O_ ASH7 MACRO 
MOVE. I. 0 :1, ·· I SP I PII S II n ·l 
ASR.L 117,DO HOVE on RITS :l\·7 TO PO S ITIONS 2 4 - 0 







COPY Itt TO I! ~! f'OI: ~ ~. Nif'lll AT I ON!! 
PIIT Wl. P.TT:> I, ·II IN PO:> TTION O, ll · 75 


















orns 36 2FO·i 
00353A 43F8102A 
001531: 700~ 
00353E OR380005 l0 2 4 
1)03~"4 661HlOOc) C 
003~4B D1f'C~O O ~t1J'2 
00 15'1 E b" (11) (11)(1 tl 
OR -I. 0 2 ,00 no IS NOW C011PI.ETE 
ASR.W 17 101 D1 BITS 14 - 7 ARE NOW IN POSITIONS 7 - 1) 
110VE.L ISPl+ 1 03 l!F.:STORE 03 
f. NOM 
• GET _ DATA SIIBTcOllTTNE: 
• 
Till S Sl1Hi101JTTNE WILL TAKE PERMANENT REAI. - WORLD COORDI NAT ES 
(IF' THE END POINTS OF A l.INf. AND f:O PV THEIR V~. LUT.f, INTO VAIIIIIRU:S 
I.AREI.EO PF:RM _X!1 1 ETf. l'11ll liSE OV OTIJEll llOIITTNP. :;. 
lNPIJT: Afi~TIIE r>l'FSF.T ~ROM TilE I.ARF:l. 'DAT ABA SE' 1'0 TIJF. f'Tf( f. T 
CllOR11.1 NAT E OF THf. START POINT 0!' TilE l.TNE 
CJIITPUT: THF. S TX COO RDINATES ARE COPIED INTO TIIF. SIX PT.RI1 VARIARLES. 
A O~ TilE ADDR F.!)S OF TH~: FIR ST COORDINATE OF TilE Nf.XT l.INt: 
f,f.T !lATA 110VT: . W IJO, .. I SP l 
Al, ·· I Sl' l 
PUSH DO 







l'rRM _ XS ,A1 
t:-i, 1)0 LOOP WII.l. EX Er.lln: 1, TTI1 £!i 





























DATA _ LP 
t C1 50 BUF,A O 
oo -,s:oa :~ 7 DB lJAl A _J.I' 
0(1]5SA StfBFFF'C 
003~5F. OA38000510 2 ~ 
001~ 1) 'J 1J b (1 0t1(111 C 
00 351 .£1 9 1 f' C001)fl1.tF' " 
(10151, £ 60110001111 
0~3572 9\FCOOOOlORA ENDPLN: 







lAO I+, IA11+ 






Bib OIJ:\578 22 5F 
Ill 7 (J(1157 A JOll" 
EI 1B o~n~ ~c 4F:75 
1319 
GETENO: MOVF.A.L I SPl+,A1 
MOVP..II I !lP H, 1)1) 
fiTS 
COPY 1'Hl: COO I<DINATE f. 
Clll: r.K TF C:Tt10DE 
POP A1 
POP DO 
















• HANK AND HEADTNA ANGLE S 
00157E :l01Al01E SIN_(;OS MOVF.. W PITCH, flO 
1)(1 )50 ~· £1o;0 AS!.. II ., 'J)\1 
001584 I..CO •lcHJ 1.A 8Gf: POS\ 
1) 0 1511 :) 444(1 NF.G.W fi(J 
l)t)~"l 5RA ~"U i4 '' 110VE.W DII,AO 
OOJ5 il C 31 ~;126311 1 000 l10VF..W SJNEIAOl,S.lNP 
003592 41+ 7R t000 NEG.W SINP 
(J(I1'i •ll> !t F.O ,'I, EC 1 007 !lOVE. II C 0 :i 1 N F. I A 0 l , C 0 S P 
on -,~ c;-r. ~ , •HH1(101 ,, liRA PO ' ; ? 
oo :~~ A O 3040 POSt:~ PIOVE.W DO,A O 
001:'iA ? !1 F. <l7!>-1 111 noo PIOVP..W !) TN 1; I A 0 l 1 S J N P 
00 3 5AA 3 1EB ~ I . EClOO ? PIOVE.W COSJNF.IAOl,COSP 
IJO II{)LIJ'i 1/1\J.lll: Of· f'JTrJJ 
11 111:1, TT A wnn n rnrNrru 
1T ~ T 1'01< NT'GI\TIVt f'llT il 
MAt'l : TII F PO !J'HEJl I'O:'. ITJVt: 
Gf.'l' VAI.llf. l'fl0 11 'f'ARI.E 
C: HANGJ: f.lG N or ~. INF: 
r;r.r CO:>TNI : 1'1101'1 TAP.I.I: 




























































SCENE_FLIGIIT_5l11lii.ATOR_GRAPIIIC:i PAGE 1.1> 
00 3 5AE 30381.020 
003582 F.J40 
003~84 6C:00001A 
003"\ Rfl 4440 
01n~BA :, v '+•l 
00 3 5£ C J tE8263il1R04 
0035 •~ 2 H -/81004 
001"\Ch 11EB 2 hEC1006 
0035CC 60000010 
0035DO 3040 
0 0 1502 J lE8 2 6381004 
0035D8 3lEB 2 bf:C100h 
0035DF. 3 0181 022 
0 0151' 2 F.J'II) 
0<13 '5 [4 6C:II (l (l01A 
001~1:9 '14'+0 
OO:l"'F.A ;0 40 
(J0 15t~\. l 1 Etl ."·6 .11!1 IHJtl 
Oo;?.5F 2 4'+ -t>l 100f! 
nro~5P6 31Eil n i: C1 (JO A 
oo:lsrr. t.aooooto 
1) 03 6 00 3040 
00."1 602 31F.Il 2 h3tl10 0 H 
003608 3 1EB 2 6F.Cl00A 
0 0 36 (•E 4£7:" 
oo:~M o zroo 
00 ih1 '/. l F01 
o o·,,, \4 ·so :l A! OOfl 
Qft 16 " I] t:1 F'01 •J(t(J 
o o :11 , 1•~ c 1 r f!10<"•'I 
00 31,~· 0 P.£11 0 
•l03 67 2 323 H10 0 A 
IJO 3·'>2h C3 F1ll 006 
O•iVo2 A 004\ 
003/o."! ( 3\ COl one 
003630 :S03R100R 
00 7 6 1 '+ C 1 F1J1 Oftf! 
0 •>:' I · -,R r: \f"A 10 otl> 
0 0"\.' .. H: F.l : tl (, 
0" 3 1, 1J: 3~<< AI •lOA 
fJU J1, 1t 2 ( 3FU1 (Jftlt 
0031 .46 9041 
1'05 7 : 110VF..W 





NEG . W 





1' 0 S4 MOVE.W 






MOV E. W 
li~A 
P0 ~ 5 MOVE.W 
M0V E. II 
110VT:. W 






:l !NE ( Ao)), !i !N fl 
!d NR 
CO:i lNE(AOl,COSR 
!'O S II 
IIO,AO 








!i 1 NH 
t:os r Nt: ( AO,, r.o :Jit 
I'OSt. 
1)0, 1\0 
~ i TNEIAO), S TNII 
C0 5 JNF.IAOl, C: OS II 
GET BANI( ANGLE 
MAKE TT A WQRD POINTER 
11AKE TJTF. POJNTT:Il PO S !T.IVf: 
STORP. SINE OF RAN~ 
GET HEAillNG ANGL E 
MilKE t ·r A IIDRD PO INTE~ 
MAKE POINTER PO S lTJV ~ 
Gr.T S TN IO Ot' IIEAillN (i AN GLE 
AND CORJcE CT S i roN 
GET CO S TNJ: 01' IIJ:AiliN io 
(, J: T f, I NT: MITt CO S 1 NT: \lllr:lct: 
IIEADlN 1> T ~) P ll!l.T !"lV I·: 
• ELE11f.NTS IS A SIIRilOIITtNF. TIIAT CDMPIITES TltF I'J .f: l1f.NT S n r Til f. 3 ijy ~~ 
TRANSFORI1ATION 11ATRTJ 
INPIIT S : Till: !iiNES ANil CO S INES OF TilE Allt CRAFT '!, I'JTCII, HAN!, , AND 
IIEAiliNto 1\NGLI: ~; 
()liTPliTS: TilE NINE El.l:I1FNTS OF Tllf. PIATJtl'( IIlLI. HE ! ; TO .~F:lt IN ,.llf: 
WOOJl VARIARJ.t: :i T1 TllllOtiGII f 'i. 
Hf>I1ENTS 110VE. L DO, - l ~il'l I'II S II IJ O, JJ\ 
110VF..l. Ill, ·· I :l P l 
PIOVE.W SJNH,llO r.r1 l1PIITJ: T1 = l!o PIII• ~i iNP• '.!N lllt t ?E: + cn!,li• C:0~- 11 
MilLS !llNP,J) (J 
MilLS S INR,IlO 
ASR.l. • '.I) I) 
MOVE.W COS I!, IJ1 
111JI.S CO S R,Jll 
ArJD. w nt,nn 
110VE.II DO,Tl 
PIOVE.II SINH, DO 1' 7= I !i !NII• :O TNP• COf:lll/1. 78 · CO S II•SINB 
111Jl.S SINP,DO 
11111.5 co ~.~. no 
A'iR.!. . , ,no 
MOVE.W C:O !i lf, 111 
11!1!.9 SINil,Jl1 




5CEN P._ Fll GilT _ S J 1111LATOR _ Gl!A Pil i C :1 PAGE I 7 
891 003648 3 1C0100E 
R9 3 
894 003~ · 4C 30381 OOR 
89~ 003~50 C\FBI 002 
89L Od3~54 11C01dld 
9·n 
898 00365 8 30301002 
099 003~5C C!FR10R4 
900 003~60 31C010 1 2 
9(11 
902 003664 303fll00 ? 
903 003~6~ C1FB 1 00~ 
904 0 •11~t·C 31C0 1 0 !4 
'<(15 
90L 003670 30381000 
9 0 7 003 :, 7'+ '1'+'+1< 
~·o 8 001676 I'F4u 
109 003670 3\C01D1b 
910 
'<II OOV,7C 30~,fl t 00 A 
·112 OOJ600 r.trdiQon 
91 ;I •)011. 8'+ C1f'R1 00'+ 
., ,,. <•(•J6nol F.r.no 
915 003L&A 12181008 
916 001~RE C3F0100h 
917 OOV,92 9041 
9\A 0(t1!,·i 4 31C010 11l 
91.9 
970 003L98 J038 1 00 A 
9:?1 0(tlh'1C C\ F8 10t)tl 
97? OOli,AO C1FB 10 06 
'123 OltJ6 A4 F. EilO 
9 1 4 OO ~b A h 32:'18100~ 
915 003~ AA ClF810~'+ 
'i'2h O(•:.'II·Af. 00'+1 
'12 7 •)03680 31C0 101 A 
928 
9 29 0031 84 3038 1 00?. 
?10 OOJ~ijll C 1Fil1 0~ A 
931 00 3h HC J lCO\OIC 
'112 
933 OfllbCO /' 7 1f 
93'+ 00 l6C2 :•0 11' 














11 0 VE. W Sl NH,nO T3= Sl NHtCO SP 
11111. :1 COSP,DO 
11 0 VE . W flo), Tl 
110 VF.. Iol COS P,TJ O 1'4 = COfiPtSJNB 
1111L :> :11 Nil, llO 
11 0VT' . W II O,T4 
PI OVt. lol CO!> P,Il O T~= COSP t COf. B 
MIJJ .!l C0!11l , llO 
PI OVE. W flO, T~ 
11 0VT.:. W SI NP,D O 1'6= ·· S JNP•t 2 fl 
NEt>. W l)(l 
M il. W 1 7,1JI) 
110V E. W OO ,T t-. 
110V l'. W COS H, flO 1'7= COS !It SI NPt SI N~ fi ~ R · S !Nllt COS B 
1111 1.:; 5 TN 1>, 1)(1 
1111LS !> LNR,HO 
A!iH.I. • J, I) II 
PI OVJ: . W S I Nil, fJ1 
1'1111 .:1 •:OSB, 1)1 
~.tJB. lol ll1,ll0 
MOVJ:. t.l or, , T7 
11 0 VF. .W r.n!m , no TA = COS Ht ~i lNPt< ; O~illll / 1< t S INH•SINP. 
1111 1.:1 SI NP ,no 
1111J. S CO!> B, 1111 
A·> H. I. 11 7, on 
PI OVf.. W ~ . 1 NH , f•l 
11111. :1 S1 NB,0 1 
ATITJ.W fll. , flO 
110VE . W ll•', ·r,J 
PIOVf.: . W CO~oP,DO T -<~ COSP + CO~· H 
1111 l.!i COSH, J)ft 
11 0 VE . W l)(t' T9 
110VE.L ISPI+,hl f'f(rf'~kr F"'lfl l<f:TIIJ! N 
110VE.I. ( SP) .. , ()II 
kl'S 
t TRAN SLATE _ ANil _ ROT ATF.: TIIJS SII RR OUTT NE Ioi ii .!. TRANSlATE AND k OTATf THE 
P.NilPOTNTS OJ' A I.JNF. HA SE n ON Tilt: f:llllnC N' r Ol'AI . · ~ CJIII.O ro\·i JTl tW CJI' 
TilE AIRPLANF. . T O ACCOI1Ptl S H TillS, 11H I< II S "1'l< AN ~.I. A1't' AND ' I< <HA T[ ' 
ARE CA!.LF.Il . 
I NPIITSI TilE PFf<PIANF.NT REAI. - WORJ.O COOklJl NI\H S Ill' 1'111: ~iT Af:T HI I. NT 
1111 ST RF. TN PERI1 _X:1 , PP.RI1_ V!l , l'f.RI"I _.!.!> 
Till' PJ'RI11\NF.NT I!EAL · Ioi OIII.Jl COORill NAll' ~ 0 1' Tllf. I:Nll 1'01 NT 
111l '>T Ill: IN 1'1,0 11 _ XE , PI:R !1 _ V•' , t'f.H II ? I: 
(lll l i'UTr THJ-: START POINT COORDT NA1 £~: Ioi ii.!. kl: IN l'i _ <fl, v ·,_ -HJ, zr: _-ITJ 




SC ENF._FL I GilT_ S l MlllATOk _(,RAP Ill C S 1•1\GF: 1fJ 
948 0036C6 :? FOO TRAN SL ATE _ANn _ROTATf. MOVE.!. no, - ( SP I Pll f> ll no , 01, n .> , n :l 
949 OOJt,CB 2F0 1 MOVE. L 111, - !!;PI 
'750 Q0:;6CA 2FOl 11 0VE .1. n-:• , - (:iPI 
951 O(•:i6CC 3F'03 MOVT:. II IH , - I!ol'l 
95 7 
953 0036CE 363COO OE ~ .. wr. 11 ~~4, ll :l SET UP S HI FT VALIJf. FOR llOTIIlT tiA Cfl(l 
'i:> 4 
955 
955 003602 JD3~ 1 02 A 
T!IAN ~I. ATF PFRM _XS ,PERM _ YS,PFR M_ZS 
11 <1VI:. II PEil M_X•i , llO 
95~ OOJ~D~ 90701048 ~IIB. W Pli'I:R _X,IlO 
955 0016n A J t C0 \ 0 4 2 MIIVE. II 0 0, (;TE MP 
955 002b ~E 3030 1 02C MOUF .II PFRM _ YS,Il O 
95:> ODJ~[2 90 78104A SLJH.W PIPF. ll _ V,Il Q 
955 0036£1· :>tC0 1f•4'1 MOV T:. II no, STE MP 
'755 003~~ A Jn J ~ 1 0~E MOVE. II PERM_ ZS ,DO 
955 OO ~&E F. 9R7B10 4 C !ill l!.W Plf·I ' R_Z ,IIO 
'755 toi)Jbf' -' .11C 01 04.o., MOVE . W llO, KTEM1' 
956 WfiTATE 1'1 , T4, 1'7, XS_]]I 
9~~ 00l6F& 3010104 7 MOVI: . W tJfP.l'1P,I)I) 
951· <)io"li.F A C\FR10<lC ~lii. S T 1. , IJO 
'f~~J (t(I.3J:d~E f:h AP ASll.L 1n.no 
956 no~7oo ~ 2 1At044 ~ OVF. W !ll'tMP, II~ 
·1 ~0 Ofi~7n4 ~3FA 1 01J MII L:i T4,n1 
956 •l•1370tl Eb A1 ~SIt. l. o:' , JJt 
956 (o0] 7(o A '~~ll:1f•4h MOVE. II t:TE MP,n :> 
95~ 00370£ C5F~10tA 
9~!> f1f1 .~ 71 2 E.!, AL 
11111 s l'7 , 1l7 1-' 
A'iiL L o ~,n? 0 
95t . •)0~~7 \ 4 h:!4? 1\IJD . W IJ ;~ • 111 ~ 
·:;~1, 01•3 1'16 D0JJ1 Aflll. W n1 1 f)(o 
95t 0037•0 3tcn 10l6 MOVE. W IJfi,XS_'IO 
'15 7 tlOTI\TE r ·t. , T~, 'fll, Y ~l_ 10 
957 Ou37 1C 301R\R4 2 MOVI: . W f,lT MP , !Ill 
9~7 0(t17 J O C,F010~E MII J.:i t :· , J) ll 
9~7 •)() ~~-!'? '+ f:6 A<l II~IL L l) ~'l ' fl(l 
·1:57 0(oJ77-6 L7· ·''11 fJ 4 '• MOVE. II !ITF.MP,n1 
957 00372A C3FR101 4 MilL S T5,11\ 
957 l'i•J r· c E'· A1 II SIL I. n • , n1 
95 7 0•1371•1 3 4 38 1•141. MflVF.. II t; 'I'E t!P, ll 2 
957 001714 C5F~ID 1A MIJ J.S 'fH,D : 
957 00:-7Jf; E~· A 7 1\!; R. L r, -.;;, rJ ~~ 
957 (l(o"PlA 0 ~' 4 2 AOn . ll n .~ . n 1 
957 00373C 0041 A!Jfl. W 111, 110 
95 7 ODJ7J£ 11Ci•10 .lfl MOV E. II no , v :i _lo 
95R HOTATf: T:>., T l ., l' ' i , 7.5 _ ·w 
95il 0017 4 7 .F•Jil104 :t MOVE.W (;Tf.MP,nl) 
95R OOJ74~ CtF R\ 0 1 0 Mlll 5 T1, )II) 
'IS~ 011) 7-+ A F. !> AII A'iH. (. n 1, oro 
95 8 00374C 3210 1 0 44 MOVE. II ~Tf: tiP, O~ 
95:] r,rol7:>D r. .lFtl1 01 1> MIJI .!i T6 1 11 1 
958 O<D754 T:i, A1 ASk. I. D"l, fJ1 
950 11\11756 .HJ1J1 04h MOVE. II t:TF.MP,D7. 
9~0 OOJ75 A C~FR \ Rl~ Mill S 1' <'1' 117~ 
·r5a ()0~ 75E r.~ . A .' ASR.l. n ·~. tl .' 
95A 0•)171, ,., fJ 2 4 < Alll!.W ();>. 1>\ 
95~ 0() 111,? nrl'l1 Anfl.W nt,nn 
958 0037~ 4 3 1C0\03 A MOVE, II uo, zs _·w 
SCENE_ FLIGHT _SII11JI.ATOR_GRAPH !C :> . PAGE 1 '1 
'?59 
960 TRANSI .ATF. PERI1_X~ 1 PERI1_VE 1 PERI1_ ZE 
960 003768 3038\030 110VLII PF.RI1_xr.,oo 
9LO OOJ76C 9078104H StiR. II I' !PER . l, 110 
?60 003?70 31C0104J MOVE. II I)O,GTF.MI' 
960 003774 30381032 PI OVI'. II I'ERI1 _Vt:,HO 
960 003778 9070l04A SIIB.II p lPfHI_ vI J)(l 
960 00377C 31C0\0~4 PIOVF:. II flO,STEI11' 
960 0037AO JO~U\0~4 11 0VE. II PERI1_:".E,fl0 
96 0 003784 9078104C S llll.W I' I ~ER _ ?. ,Il O 
'1 ·~0 0(1 1708 31C01 CJ46 MOVJ:.II [)f1, KTEMP 
961 l!fi1ATE T1,T4,T7,XE_3D 
961 00370C 30 .3111042 I'I OVE. II GTF.I1P,OO 
961 003790 C1F8100C Pllli. S Tt ,llO 
'761 o)(IJ 7•14 F.I,AO AS ;1. 1. n.; , nu 
9t.1 (103796 )738 1044 l'lfiVF..II !iTf. I'I P I IJ1 
91,1 OCJ3 7'i A C1FII101 ! Mll l.!i "fq I 01 
961 O(l379E ~6fl1 A ~ . k. I. T1 J 1 IJl 
9 1, 1 OOJ7 A(I 34\ll\046 11 <1VLII Y.Tf.I'IP,D /. 
961 00 37 A4 f. 5F81018• Pllli. S 1'7, JJ ~· 
'161 0(>S7AI3 F.bA .' A:i tL l. 0 ;, I) ) 
961 O<l37AA 0 24 7 A llll. II W',ll1 
·n~ t O(>J 7A~ O<J41 Allll.ll ll1, 1)1) 
961 0037AF. 31C0 103C PIOVl'. II uo,u:_:m 
'762 IHHATio 'r 'i , T:i, Ttl, VF. _JO ~ 
9L2 0037B2 JOJR 1047 PIOVf:. II GTJ: I1P,DO 0 00 ?&2 0037Rh C1F010nE MIJI .!i T:' , 1)11 
9t.z oo :nBA EU•" A ~. IL I. !) "\, (10 
9~2 00J7BC J 2 l01044 MOVE. II STioMI', 111 
9t2 00 3 7CO CJFR\014 1111 LS r~, JJ1 
?b2 (J(t17t:t~ f.IJA 1 A•i ll . l. n·l, 111 
96? 0037C6 J•lRtO~b MOVE. II "TEMP,D2 
? ~2 OOJICA C~FB101A Mill. :> Tll,ll :' 
9~? 0037CF f:t. A ~ A~.IL L ll ~l, 112 
• it.,~ (1(1)71)(1 0 / 4 ? ADil.lol Oi , ll1 
9/:o:> o ,I37D7 no•t ADO. II D1,1l0 
'11>2 Oul71l4 .llr.(l' •l:lE MO VE. II 00, YE _-~ll 
963 ROTATE Tl , Tl>, T'l, ZE_ :~D 
'7~1 IJ0)701l 3(> 38\011 / MOVE. II GTIO I11', 011 
963 003 7 DC C1F8l010 1111l. S 1'1,1)(1 
•76 l 00 J 7EI1 F.6AO A•i ll. L [) "1,1)11 
963 0037f.? ~238 1044 110Vf.. W STF I1f',D1 
963 00l7E6 C1Fri10 16 11111. :> T6, Ill 
963 0037EA E~-· Al ASR.L rn,111 
96 3 0017[~ 14 .11111)4/, MOVF. . II KTF.I1 1' ,0 :l 
9/:oJ 00 l 7FO C~F8101C 11111 s T9,1J7 
·<~ 1 0017F4 F.bA ~ ASR. (, Ol,ll 'i 
96 3 00371'1· IJ24 ~! AllD.W [12, 1)1 
?~3 OCJ17F8 0041 ADD. II 1)1 I 1)(1 
96~ 0037FA 31C01040 110VE.W no, ZF._ :m 
'lb'• 
965 I\037Ft :; t.l f' MOVE.W ( ~p) .. t fJ;\ PO P 11 < 
'11,1_, oo 1111111 ~· •1 r MOVE . I. IS P) +, J) I POt• J) ! , 01, 1)11 
9t•7 1)fi3R07 2! 1F 110VF..L ( SJ') +, IJ1 
9~11 l•OliH14 .'0 1 F 110VE.L 1 SP 1 1, no 
969 
SCENE_I'LIGIIT_SI"IILATOR_GRAI'IIIC: 5 I•A(,[ :tO 




















-< 9 0 
't 'i ~ 
992 
OO.l ~ OA ~r1>1 
0 0114 0 C '1 2 7flt07A 
(J (o 1111 o\ 
OOlflt ~~ 
00J ~iil\ 6 
lo011l10 
4A'I OO 
~ . A o) o\00 011 
...... o 
46lo110 ll• 
9 9 :1 OO ~ BtC Hilt 
9 911 00101~ hAP OO OPtl 
995 0 0 38 22 4'+81 
1 9 ~ 00ltl 2 • ~67iii07A 
997 
9911 00 ) (120 ~· 01 
'l 'f 9 0 0 ]8 :> A 'IIJII1 
t l\ o)o\ Oo)]B :' C: 3 4o\O 
1 0 tO 1 
1 (o02 Ooo 3R :O J: · ~ Or. 3 
1 00 l IIO .lA l(o C ' C ' 
10oH 
1005 OO J IIJ 2 ~b O ~ 
1 00/:o lo 0 .1 11 1~ 4 11'+ I 
11o07 Ool:lfiJI> '+ ~~ 4 :< 
1 ooOO 
1009 oo··.fl :< B DOB3 
101ll 
1011 0030~A 4A7R10 7A 
1 0 1 7 001 :)] (; /,, ]lo i 
1 h \3 Oo'1184 0 'IHtO 
101 11 
101~ oo111112 :nu 
101 1> IJ(O]IJ~4 ? 41 I' 
1017 00 ~'8111 , '+E' " S 
1018 
1019 
1 02 0 
1 fl2 1 
10 2 ~ 
10 :- 1 003 f: 'llt H . '+ n 
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t •JP, •, no 
CJ . II'J' I NG 
• ATC +adhac-k rout. lnf-c; 
ATC _ INII ftOYE.W tHR,II7 
Sc: AJ.E FOR SC:~EF:N llf.l\111'1' 
lliVTOf:_kY_ ~ERO TCGT 
IF Z!i =•l, "An: IT 1 
XS_ 20 = XS_JOI :~~i_11l 
~1CAI.f. Y!i IIITII Sr.REEN llr.IOIIT 
Y•i_ 2 0" Y!1_ .J))I Z ~i- Ill 
>lCAI.f. XE WITII sr:n£r.N llr:JGIIT 
llTVIlll :_ IIY_ :·: r.kn n:n· 
11 ' ?. 1:" n, ftA~I: IT 1 
X1 : _ 7 0 ~ XI-: _ Jn t ;~C - \0 
SC AI. E Y•i IIITI' ~iC:RCI' N 111'1011"1' 
Yo :_ } i\ ' '11::_ \ I) t · ~t:_ lU 
Jlt)t • l)o 
II• JilT I NF I"Nio~; 




SC EN£_ FL lllH"f _ !i I 1111l.ATOII _IlRAPII lt: :i !'AloE :uo 
1530 00303/t 10~A~0Ah 
1~J1 0010lf. 4E4F. 
1~32 0010~0 ~<7A\b70 
15 3 1 00]0~4 4 7 1"1b7l 
\53'+ no ~n~a ~ ~ 70t 6? 4 
t51:i 0•)111lt t: 4 'i llUI, ;> h 
15lb o ~ 1o~~ 4 27atb20 
1517 0010~~ ~ 2 7S1~7A 
1~38 001D5B ~17A1b2C 
1 ~3 · 1 00 JO :'iC ~f.l5 
1 :;~ •:0 
\541 00105 E 61000080 
\ 542 001 0& 2 6\ 0 0 0 AO~ 
1543 OOJDhh 6100u1~a 
l~lt'l 00301>/t ~1:75 
15~5 
1:'14 6 
1547 OOlDbC 303COOOO 
\5~0 001070 l>lOOO?F~ 
1~~9 OOJD74 61000~ 0n 
l ~ 5 0 oto-:ln 711 HCIJll •:· o 
\5~1 0 0~ 0 7 C l O ~C O OOl 
\ 5 5 ;· l•(Jl0fl (o b\ho (o/ FAI 
~ ~~3 00~004 L1000 ? FO 
\554 0010~8 J1CA1 &2~ 
\555 OOlOBC lOJCnon~ 
1 ~5& ()010 10 b1000 7Pd 
1557 00 ) 094 ~!A00 2 f.~ 
1 ~50 Ohl01R J1 CD\b 74 
\5:'19 00109C 301C O~ O~ 
t !'i& O on l ot. n ~ 1nn n ~r d 
15t.1 011 -IOA't 1.1 1)1) 1\ ? folo 
1 5 h ~ OOlOA A l \C0t b2h 
151-3 OOJOAC lOlCOOOS 
15&~ OOJOR O &1000 2Rd 
15t-!'i 0 0 ~084 1-1 01) 0:fCB 
1 !'itA, <.t• lnnn \1 Cloll • ~ II 
151-7 Ou'IDBC VJ'iC (>Ofllt 
151>11 oonnr. r. ' ·' (IIH• 2 Atl 
\569 0010C4 b 10002R D 
\:'170 Olil OCtl 11 CIJ11 ·?A 
\571 0030CC lOlCOOOh 
1572 00100 0 b1flhfl 29d 
1!\73 003004 6!00 0 tAA 
1'1 74 OfolOI)fl 4tlfl0 
1575 I)II 'HlOA 'ilCO\ LlO 
1571, Oh1001': 'lf.7 ~ i 
1577 
l57t1 
1579 OOJDEO 1ElCOOFA 
1~9 fl 00 lllf.4 lOJ~'I fi Ah 
\ ~ 111 •) o)]l)f.fl ~f:qf: 







cue . II 
CLR . II 
U IL II 
CLIL II 
u lt . ll 
r. tll . ll 
U H. II 
R' f ' i 
~ ~ k 





f!l' I 1'l:ll 
lltlANK 
~llf' AIIt 
Rll f' AD.! 






C: l P.it r ~ cr P.~n tunc t 1 0 0 
Prtnt ou 1 r r· .: tt1l •;H k Vi"1 lu ec; 
R ~et•1 h~r ~ v ., lq ...;.• ; 
r.a l r tll crt.~ f1 •· u r ~~ '> .;"t r, .1 l, y,7 (JO'iltJ. on 
t GETVAI Wl 1l rA>.:.rt Vit1u~~ t •at k frol\ thP ATC -=1mul .=ttor ;,n .-1 pl et rf" th ~m Jr, 
• r r P• 1 ~f1 n~ . t fi tor ~ g~ JQt~ ~tJons. 
llETVAI.: IIOVE.II I O,IlO 
R ~ U llflTII~Il 
~ ~ i k llhiHIIJ 
ll fi V 1:. II tlu,Rt>ITCII 
II (I Vf . ll 11 1 !ttl 
~-~ •) f1 llfl'fllllll 
H(, R l!llllklt 
110V E. II Oil, tlllANK 
IIOVI:. II 1 :• I lt(l 
fl') U WRTIII!Il 
k S h l!hllkll 
IIOVE.W J) fo, liHF.A01 
110VF..II 1 :1, ro o 
P.'o(l Wf<TIIR O 
~ '- k ~IIWRII 
IIOV E. W f)u,~llf.Ail 2 
IIOVI'.II t ~ ,llll 
R!i ll WflTWRtl 
~~I< IIIIIIRO 
IICWto. w Ou, 111\lll S P 
IIOVJ:.II tq, (II) 
P.'iU WflTWRD 
fi Sk IIIJWRII 
110V fL W l)fo, RALT 
IIOVJ:.II IIi, llll 
P. '> ll WRTWRtl 
HSII fclliiRII 
f.)'T.II 00 
IIOVF..II Ofo , TJIII' 
RT !l 
i OPt tlTCll v ~ lu• 
(,~· t fi ~,n k V'"\) 11 &"· 
Gf· t lt P. :ao1 t rill lt V;•Jtl ,.-. 
(;Fo t . HF!> a •1tr, q l ~' v ~.~~~ ~ 
G~ 1 A' r c . p ~: ,:;.rf V:t lu ~~ 
fif:-1 A It J t ud ~ V ~ J 11 ~ 
(jo=- t . t 1m~ '".1 ~1 m1 • 
t 1-'RtVAL wtll prtnt. t .hro a1t.J1.11dA, i"a\r C, JtF--=-.1, a r.rt ~ t1 , nfo r m.t1 1CHt t o 1I •A" 
• Ct> n~ol-.. 





"OVI~ . 8 C:1.EAR, 0 0 ; H• i nt·- ru r ·:. qr SI " Yr·-- 1• t •ua r t 1 o r. 
TRAI' It q 







kuff<· r <. t -H 1 




































,,, , 7 
H-18 
1 -'•l 'l 
11· 2(1 
\I, ~' 1 
11-22 





















00301'!, JR 1RI 0:'\b 
(II)~. Ofll t . \o\(11)0~( 
OOJOFE 2A7COOOO~ODE 
00]£04 ~ C7~000040EU 
OOJf.o)A 3B :; Ill 054 
OOJEOE 62 CI000\11 
001E1? 2A7~00D040ED 
003£18 2C7C000040E2 
ooJF.\ r: JOJfil ,-,511 
01)3F.72 1.11100004 
0011:?1> 4E75 
OO":F. ~ B 3E1C0o'll'3 
00Jf7C 4f.'U' 
0o))f: 2 F. 4A44 
Oo'oJE .\0 bCIHoOOl 7 
01)][]4 4'144 
Oio]f:ll· :;F1COOf'B 
0(JJE1A 1 (J IC(II) 2ll 
OOJf.:'-F. 4E4r: 
(J foJE4fo l,(ou(l(J(J(JC 
0•\3[44 ]f"'COOrfo 





003E~b :> r7rRooot~?r 
l)fo~f.:'C. 4E4>J: 
oo :;r.sr. :4nr.oon 
OOlEI> ? 2 A7C0000159E 


















H!·rt l•kl NT 
pr1nt. ·ll rc;pP~d 
"OVf..L I~IRSP,A~ 
IWVE. I. IAI.T, A6 
"OVE.W NAIRSP,D~ 
11 •;u PO I N'r 
pr1nt. <>lt.lt.utiP 
110VE.l. IAl. 'f, A:5 
"OVE.I. tf'X,III> 
110V~;. W ATC:_Y,Il'l 
h!i lt l•lc l NT 
!lr.1nt ) rno;J t. t on 
"OVf'. I. IF'X,A5 
110VL l , IP :~ , AI> 
110VI'.W ATC_X,04 
Will PRINT 
pr1n1 /; pCHi.l1 \ (• n 
110VE.l. IPZ,A:'i 
"OVL I. HNilSTR, At> 




Ruffpr Pnd t1 
; Ruff~r ~tart. 
; Huff"r <'0•1 t1 
Buffpr ~1~r1 
Ellffpr Pn~ + ~ 
Fhaff ,.,r st .,rt. 
fin f ff"~r ~r.rt • 1. 
Buff ~ r !="-t i.r1 
Ruf.fp.r ,::.nd t~ 
P.u f f;:~~r r;t.::u· t. 
huf'f <> r ;, nt1 •1 
• Sut, rnut.Jn·~ prtn1 wt\1 pr.lnt. vut data (]\V&'"~ n c~r1 · t1n r• .:-. r .: ,mi"·1 F r c.... 
• AS Pr tnt. hufft=~r st .. 1rt. 
t A6 - for tr•1 l·uifPr Pnct • 
• 04 -· ll ·l I ,, I w•>roll 
I'IIINT: "OVI'.W l 'i 4J,It7 ; ()IITf•IIT fom c 1or•n f r• r li:AI' 11~ r '..t l 
THAI' 11 'I 
TSl.W U4 ; Cf, f"·r k tf. ri .:,t . , t r. n~9 • t tt•J~ 
flf,lo NOINV 
Nf:G . W 114 
"OVE.W t :, 41l,D"/ ; ()IITCII funr1• o n f c·r ThAI' 1\4 r ,,\1 
"OVJ:.R lt :~ Jt,J)(J ; p,· ,rat RlJIHI~ •; tq r. 
TllAP 114 
RRA Pll 
NOINV: "OVE.W l 'i 4B,It7 
110VJ:: P. 1 '1.' , llf• 
l'RAP 114 
PR: EXT.L 04 
NOVE.W 1236,07 : III'X 7 11EC f11r.r.1ron tor TrtAf' 114 r ;dl 
110Vf..l. Il'l, on 
110Vf.L tNII"iiiii',AI> 
TRAP 11'1 
NOVE.W l / 'i "l,ll7 : (IIITi f R fur.r1Jor, t<>r TRAP t\4 r. all 





SCENE_PLIGHT_SiftULATOR_QKAPHJCti PAoiE '! J 




















H .t .2 









































003£7£ !OlCilO ? O 
Qo13EII2 H:4 £ 
001£8'1 ,, ooooooc 
003£118 1EJC:OOF8 





00 3 £9A 2C7C0000159E 
003f.AO I+E'+f. 
oc,1u2 :•nr.oon 





00 3 EBh RHCOOOO 
OOJERA .!1CfotOH: 
oo :; rllf. Jll:\81&7? 
01111:t: 2 'tllCO 
oonr.c• RHC0009 
OOlf.C:O HC:01 070 
llllor.rr 30-iR! b~'+ 
oo3£D•' oc4orr.so 
00 11;01+ 60(o(JO)o)fl'+ 
003f:llR OC:'IOO!CO 
Oo"oJEilC: hEOOOOAC: 
003££ (• F.HO 
Oo) 1Ef.7 lo/,4 (11)! 1 tl 
00 3 Et t. 11f010 2? 
001£EA Or.ltfo (o1 I, R 
003£££ l .fl)nl)o106 
001f.f:? o) 4't01•l.I>R 
OO]f.fb 31C:0107f< 
OOJE FA ORJa0007!0 ? 4 
Oll3roo ~ . 7o•ocooso:o 
l)l\ ] f04 OEI38foOnt .t07'+ 
00 li'I1A I, 7(Jiof}fo1 F. 
oo:;rot H70totr 
0011'12 ... 781020 
RTS 
t Subroutin~ h~xpr will print out data given certain p~r~m~t~r ~ 
• AS - Print. huff<>r st .. rt. 
t Ab - Print buff.,r •nd t 1 
t 0'+ - O~ta Cword) 
HF.XPR: ftOVf.W 1 7 43,07 i OUTPUT functicoro for TRAP 1\'+ <'ol.l 
THAI' 114 
TST.W D'+ ; Check if dat ~ ts nAg a t:u~ 
flQF. NINV 
NI'C..W Ill+ 
ftOVr.. W t ~· 4R, 07 i OUTCII funrt. J. oro fr>r TRA~ 1\4 r a II 
ftOVE.B ,,. ·.~o,no ; Prtnt mlnu s ~) ~n 
TRAP 11'1 
RIIA IIXPII 
NJNV: KOVI'.W t ~ 'IH,D7 
ft()VO:. 8 I J'/. 1 nco 
1'11AP 1\4 
IIXPB: F.XT.I. 0'+ 












1? ? 7, ,,-, 
INIIftBIIF,AS 
114 
PNT411X f·llnC1Jon tor TIIAP 114 Cilll 
0111'1 CR tun c tuon for TlcAP 11'+ r:tll 
• !iubrout. lroP. C:ONVIIT will takP the r<•a dl •iKk v a lu l? <; il rod corov P rt q, ., 
• .,t, t, ; t. th.1P rPa•iba·· k irat.o •1PgrPP•.~ . Af t PI"" thF- c- nr. vp.,.. ~; t n n J f,bJ tt .:.. ~r P~ .;; , 
• 1.t.e n~w X,Y,Z JIO ~ lt- lc' n 1~ L al r ul~1 - Prl. 
• AIJ n,:aw v~lues ar~ !llac:Pd Ln Nbank, Np \ trh Pt.r: ••• 
C:ONVRT: ftOVI'. W IIPlTCH, DO 
r.x-r.1. no 
OJVS t1~,no ; (c,nv ~ rt I•Lt.r t. V i•lt1~ t o ~ ~g r ~~c . 
"OVE. W 00, PITCH 
KfiVF. . W kRANI; , DO 
EXT.!. 00 
DJVS 1 ~ 1 00 ; Convert L• nk to d ~g rPP S 
ftOVf.. W Ofo, RANt: 
ftOYE.W IIIIEAIJl,OO 
Cftf' IU ' t~•0 1 110 ; Chr,ck t, A<o<1Jng t\ v;,.lui' t o s .. A tf v~ltd 
BLT IJ~Ei 
CftP U!CO,IIO 
B(jT IJ'iF. :> 
ASi.W 12,110 ; Convert to d ~g r ~·~ 
A Oil. W l?llfo, DO 
KOVE.W II O,Hr.AJIING 
r."P · • 16 C•, oo ; w .. ~r.t. '-"~ 9 ,.~.':11 ·.:. r10n :.1.1• 
Bl.£ PIOltHJo 
SIJB.W lll> fJ 1 0o) 
ftO~HD: ftOVE.W IJO,TftPHf.Ail ; Sa v ., unmr> d lft Pd hPad1ng 
BTST 11~,'iW_5TATE ; s~p t f htl 1 ~ 1s ~~ ~ 
BF.Q NO!iW 2 
MTST tt'I,~W_STATr. : k1t 1'+ 1 1 ~ · ~ 1 m•> n' · lr r> k ~Phlnd 
P. f.Q 1.\lKI. F'f 
NEG. W PIT!': II 








0~'+ Olt \loR · 
Ml00005A 
:nr111o:?o1on 














"OVJ: . II 
"OVE.II 
















































0 (t1F 1C 
oo:~r~o 
001FI+I+ 






















1)0 3 fll0 
i·7•l000 7 1l 
:11.FR10 70\0U. 
11FOt01F.10 70 
l\ ~· 111 0:?/o\01 £ 
4'+71110\f. 
0~ - 4(lf11)4b 
o)o : ~t0(11 1>11 











(Jiolf'AII 0 -'>'+III) .I'IF 
OO :<fAR C1FCOO~£< 
OoJ1f'AC IH FCOitiiA 












OO :l fDC 
001f'DF: 
C. h 40fJ03 ? 
O r. 't (J{)U(t~ 
t•f4)(t0t"11) t-. 
V t .,CfoOn:; 
~<tC:010'+A 
.11 C:Ol 0:"1> 
-;o:~nu. :.>R 




11 ( '+1/o :? C 
4BC'+ 





"OVE . W PTTCIJ,RAN~ 
"OV~.II ATCT"P,PITCII 
N ~:o; . II I' I ·rctt 
Milt . II I "/<), flO 
r.""·ll 111>0,1l0 
HJ.T !iAVHD 
'ill fl. w e :~M•, no 
"OVE.W DO,HEAiliNG 
BIIA CAI. AI.T 
"ovr..w HIJJ'Ail :? ,DO 
P.XT . L tHo 
IJJVS •~,no 
AOO . II I ' JIJ, ntt 
"OVE.II JIO,IIF.AftlNG 
lliiA "r)OIJII 
CAI.AJ.T: "ovr.. II HAJ.T, llO 
AllfJ. II IIJII 7, Oft 
"IlLS l!tfi,OO 
O!V!i ll 11 1 Jill 
AftlJ.II l ~o O,JIO 
C"P.II l~,flu 
~61' !o 1"0111 T 
"OVL II 1:5 , Jl (o 
STOAJ.T: "OVJ'.W hO,I'l~ER _ Y 
"r)VI::.W ll•• ,IITt: _ V 
"OVJ:.W HAlk S ~,Jl'+ 
F.XT . I. ll•t 
OJVS l · · t1,11~ 
AOD . W 1 7 11,Jlll 
EXT.1: lt4 
"OVF. . W 04,NAIU9P 
EXT. L 0'+ 
A 'I H. l 1•1, ll4 
l'AGE :n 
l.oak bPh1nd th ~ pl~nP 
Want "OnlbO h e ad1ng 
SW_STATE i.s u&P.d for t.Pmp ' "' 9 
I. <'Ok t n t.hE' I r · f1 
W.ttl t. P10D]I) O hr.- .:to t I r.q 
SPP 1f bit 1'+ '~ s •t 
SW_STA1'E 1 ~ u !;o=- fi for t .e mp r~g 
I nco I< 1 o t ' '" r1 g h t 
w.\n t. tton v, ,., h\'·'" , ~"•~A 
G~t the .;t\1r·rn -1 1 P' t.~ ;•ctLng v :du i · 
c : onv~rt. t.n d~Qr~~'i 
f.o r.vr.rt i tt 1 r c~a ·~}_. ;, c: k 1 C• ft. 
Ch r•c k 1 f ); r ... I•1 W :-\ ft 
:l~ t t.o ~ 
C:r.nv,..r1 ~·,,r• ·. p· ·.:.:.- rt 1 n f1 J•: ~="· r. 





n :? 7 


























• Now have to fin~ thP X, Z postt&nn&. 











'ff.T. W IH• · r ~s t. t ·H · r. P ~lt. )\1 ., p•• ·· "' 
RAE APOS\ 




SCENE_FLIGHT_SI"ULATOk_GRAPHICS !'AGE :14 
1754 001FEE F.340 
1755 OO :iFFO 7040 
17~6 001FF7. 30782~F.C 
t 757 0•>3FF6 C1C4 








1766 001FFA '1 2 '+1 
t 7t.7 oo~rrr. 4;·111 
\7t8 OOlFFE J2~~1t.2E 
1769 00480? 31,]~1h . IO 
1770 00400t l 1Cl1h7E 
1771 OO'tlollA 8 ? 4+ '1 
1772 OO'IOOC bCOOOOOt. 
177 3 OP'tft!O n!,'IJOOFF 
\774 01•4•H4 91, ~1 
!77:'; Oil'tOI!h l ;~ .lC 
, 77/. \1(1'101& 83('3 
1777 011'101A '+A'+l 
1778 0040\C ~&000006 
1779 no11010 12lCOOD! 
1780 00110 2 '1 31.01 
1 781 
1782 
1 78 .1 
1784 0011021. JFOO 
170:5 00'10 2:1 '1 :' 1'10 
17At 0040'A 301~102& 
t7fl7 Olo'tlo7E F..340 
178~ l)(lltl)]l) 2(1'11) 
!78'1 00'10 ~ 2 1 ~2 0 2hEC 
17"0 00'11)'3/, 3011' 
D'l! O(o'IIJ 10 r. .11: 0 
17'12 001101A EEA1 
17'13 OO'+OJC J'tltltO!iR 
17'14 00-\ (1 110 C!iCJ 
17'15 1)041!4? 0'101 
17'11, Oll40114 A5C3 
17'17 00'10'1~ 11C 2 105H 
17'1R 0040'+A > tC~lO'IC 
!719 0040'1[ 1 :', 0 26~~ 
1~00 00'1,57 Clf.io 
, 1101 01•'11)5'1 !OF. >l1 
lh02 01)~1)~1, 1 41810 5 '1 
I 1101 D041J:iA C5C:! 
100'1 00'10!\C DH1t 
1805 00'1R5F. R5C ·' 
\RO b 0040"0 llC 2 1054 
180 7 01Jlt l•l>'l l!C?H•'+II 
\ROB 00'10/,B 41:75 
180'1 
APOSU ASJ •• W 11,00 Set.up for wor,l hntmd .lrys 
"OVI'.I. OO,AO 
"QVE.W COSINECAOI,DO ; O•t Cnsl,ttchltl J B 
"ULS llii,DO ; C.o<;(pd.r:hlt12At crtr<.Jie .. d 
A~1R.I. 1 7,0(1 ; r.oslptt.,~ hlt ;"'"!l"'"'d 
• NPPd thP t1mP ch~ng~ h-twP~n tt1e la~t ronvert and 1 . ) , ,~ ro~v~r1. 
t Th~ ol•1 t.Jml? ~t."lmp j5 st. nr~'-t 10 Ol.OT1t1. Thr.a C:Jirrr..nt t. •m~ ~;t. .1mp lG 
t ~tor"d tn TJ"t. Compare thP n~w time · ~tamp w&th thP old tLmP ~tnmp, tf t~" 
• n~w t.im~ ~;t .. uap 15 J~c;o;::; th ·lll thP ol•l t. lmA ~t .. 1mp •lt1•1 ?.:)/, ~,., t, hP.. r.•• w t.J mf=" 5t .1mp. 
t sul·1rc'lr.1 tho? n\d t.JmP ~;t..11np froM 1l•P n F.- w t1mf::> c;1.c:• mp 1-C'I fJr:~t 1lof- r1~· l1 ;-, 1.. 
• Pl.l•"P t. h~ rtPW t. 1m~ !;tamp 1nt.o th,~ ol•t t.i m.~ ~t. o:t mp fur t.h •~ n.=o)(t. ' t . . ··rlt. •o••· 
• Each 11n1t ·~ ~nP b01.t• ~f a G~cond 
r.r.n.11 01 
Cl.ll. W ll'i 
"OVF.W OIOTT",O\ 
"()VE.W Tl"l :,Ol 
HOVt.W 11 1 ,0I.UTI" 
c"a'.W 01,111 
HfiE TIHf.OK 
Ann. w t z:;:;, o-1 
TT"F:O((: !; IJ&.W llt,n -< 
"OV E. I. ,, ,.-.,Il l 
ntvf. rn, 111 
T ST. W ll, 
lttH; 11'1' _OK 
"OVE . W I!, 01 
UT _O((: "OVF.W 111,113 
AaL 1hP nloj 
t i~t thP n ·~ w 
[1~ = ol•lt io 1. 
1·0 I t1" l t ;, I 
1•miF'• r:1 itlnJI 
t. •n•' · ~~ t. . ,mp 
t N•1 W thea · -ompnn .~nt. nf thP v.::.lo c:i't.y par .. 1\ lt=-1 t.o t.h t4 t:~roun • l , ~; •n OC1. 
t lfc .. ~ t.he llf:Af))NG angl~ t.o (ind t.hP ch ,· n<J •~ 1r. X « nd :~ , 1l•f·n c:1t1d tJ,,.c, f~ 
t 1 : hdng~s tn th~ X, 2 5torayP lo ~~tion~ r~~ ~l ~r~t''~ly. 
"OVF . W IJO, · f!.PI ; ~ '•V >· !l'"lln•1 · ' · 1·'· ~· o1 
r.tll . l. no 
"OVI'.W T"PHEAIJ,IJO 
ASI.. W 11,1lfo 
"OVJ:.L IIO,AO 
"OV~ . W CO~INEIAni,01 
"OVF..W ISPI•,IlO 
"'II.S oro, 01 
Af. k .l. t7,D1 
"ov~. w A·rr. _z , n:> 
"'"·s n 3, nz 
AOO. I. 1)1, 0 ;' 
Ill VS Ja :<, 112 
"()V~.W 11 ~',1\"rC_Z 
"OVE.W II ,, PTPF.R_ Z 
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